Note by the Secretariat

1. The Commission, at its last session, established a new work stream on “digital sequence information”\(^1\) and requested the Secretariat to prepare, subject to the availability of the necessary resources, an exploratory fact-finding scoping study on “digital sequence information” on genetic resources for food and agriculture (GRFA) to provide information on, \textit{inter alia}, terminology used in this area, actors involved with “digital sequence information” on GRFA, the types and extent of uses of “digital sequence information” on GRFA, such as:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item characterization,
   \item breeding and genetic improvement,
   \item conservation, and
   \item identification of GRFA
   \end{itemize}
   as well as on relevance of “digital sequence information” on GRFA for food security and nutrition, in order to facilitate consideration by the Commission, at its next session, of the implications of the use of “digital sequence information” on GRFA for the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including exchange, access and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from their use.\(^2\)

\(^1\) The term is taken from decision CBD COP XIII/16 and is subject to further discussion. There is a recognition that there are a multiplicity of terms that have been used in this area (including, \textit{inter alia}, “genetic sequence data”, “genetic sequence information”, “genetic information”, “dematerialized genetic resources”, “in silico utilization”, etc.) and that further consideration is needed regarding the appropriate term or terms to be used.

\(^2\) CGRFA-16/17/Report, paragraph 86.
2. The Commission requested the Working Groups to review and provide inputs to the draft exploratory fact-finding scoping study prior to its submission to the Commission, for consideration at its next session.¹

3. This document contains the draft exploratory fact-finding scoping study on “digital sequence information” on GRFA. The study has been prepared by Jack A. Heinemann and Dorien S. Coray (School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand) and by David S. Thaler, Biozentrum, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland. The content of the draft study is entirely the responsibility of the authors, and does not necessarily represent the views of FAO or its Members.

¹ CGRFA-16/17/Report Rev.1, paragraph 90.
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ABBREVIATIONS

CBD  Convention on Biological Diversity
CRISPR  clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
DSI  digital sequence information
DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid
EBI  European Bioinformatics Institute
EU  European Union
GIS/GLIS  Global Information System
GRFA  genetic resources for food and agriculture
GSD  genetic sequence data
GWAS  Genome-wide association study
ITPGRFA (Treaty)  International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
mQTL  metabolomic quantitative trait locus/loci
MAS/B  marker assisted selection/breeding
MTA  material transfer agreement
ODM  oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis
omics  Refers to terms that end in omic, such as genomics, epigenomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics
QTL  quantitative trait locus/loci
RNA  ribonucleic acid
SNP  single nucleotide polymorphism
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“The CBD and Nagoya Protocol contemplate regulation of the physical transfer of tangible genetic or biological material from a provider country to a user, pursuant to an ABS agreement. New technologies emerging from synthetic biology fundamentally change that paradigm, however. The genome of a particular species may now be sequenced within a provider country and that information may be transferred digitally to a company or research entity for downloading to a DNA synthesizer. As a result, synthetic biology technologies beg the question of whether ABS requirements should apply to the use of digital sequence information from genetic resources” (Manheim, 2016).

Study questions and key findings

This exploratory fact-finding scoping study examines how digital sequence information (DSI) on genetic resources for food and agriculture is currently being used, how it might be used in the future and what the implications of its use are and might be in the future for the food and agriculture sector.

All uses of DSI on genetic resources for food and agriculture (GRFA) that do or could affect GRFA or the value of GRFA were considered within scope of the study. This included use as food or in agriculture, but also using DSI to discover or add value to materials derived from GRFA (e.g. amyloid forming proteins, enzymes) or to add value to GRFA (e.g. identification of new traits, preservation of endangered populations, diagnosis of pathogens, food preservation) (Figure 1).

What is meant by DSI? (terminology in use)

- DSI on GRFA currently in use includes multiple kinds of information about various biological materials found in GRFA, used to manage GRFA, or to derive value from GRFA. Some
  - but not all DSI on GRFA is DNA (or RNA) sequence information;
  - is sufficient to synthesize a trait without needing to transfer biological genetic material;
  - DSI on GRFA that is not DNA or RNA may;
    - be essential to identify or synthesize some traits;
    - not require DSI on DNA or RNA to identify or synthesize some traits.
- DSI on GRFA is not limited to DSI on organisms that are GRFA.
What are the characteristics of DSI and genetic material?

- DSI on GRFA contributes to food security and nutrition as a fundamental tool for characterization of GRFA and environments, selection and breeding, creation of new products, food safety and management of GRFA.
- DSI is an essential component of technologies used for the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA (e.g., DNA barcodes in biodiversity surveys). The roles of DSI are increasing with new technologies.
- DSI underpins technology for the synthesis of DNA and some kinds of genetic material. Such technologies could one day allow all kinds of genetic or biological material to be synthesized using DSI.  

What are the characteristics of technologies that use DSI, and what implications do these have for GRFA management?

- DSI makes it easier to get value from a genetic resource without possessing it or even its DNA. Actual or potential differences in the characteristics of technologies that use DSI did not vary significantly by subsector (animal, plant, microbe, forest, fishery).
- The study found that DSI was used extensively in all subsectors. Possibly differences in value will emerge where DSI is also useful for non-agricultural applications, such as drug and vaccine development, rather than by subsector application in general.

How is DSI stored, exchanged and shared and what implications does this have for GRFA management?

- DSI on GRFA is stored in electronic digital media. The amount of private DSI on GRFA is unknown. Publicly accessible DSI includes the content and functionality of approximately 1,700 online databases with infrastructure mainly in developed countries. Continuing funding in an open access model is not assured.

What role does DSI have in research, product development, regulation and intellectual property (IP) claims?

- DSI on GRFA is central to product development and intellectual property, and expected to increase in importance especially as DSI on more kinds of organisms becomes relevant to GRFA. DSI is used in regulations on food safety, product labeling, and correct identification of food components, which can be important for the conservation of threatened species. It is used to both diagnose diseases in plants and livestock and to design therapeutics to treat them.

What role does DSI have for farmers and the broader community? What implications do these have for GRFA management?

- Through DSI different kinds of industries and actors become involved with the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA.
  - Value chains are developing for everything from bionanotechnologies through synthetic biology and biological computing to on-farm hand-held sequencers and customized management advice.
  - The decreasing cost of sequencing and synthesis provide greater access to tools that can be used directly by the public and farmers, but also by researchers. This can be expected to increase the frequency and quantity of DSI transferred across national borders.

---

4 The Study uncovered no scientific foundation for the dematerialization of information per se. That is, information of the kind described in this report may be transferred between different materials but does not exist separately from at least one physical form during storage, transmission or use. Information from a molecule (e.g., DNA) can be copied to other material such as computer-readable media, sound waves, electrical current or light (e.g., transmitted on a fibre cable). Whereas in these forms sequence information is literally intangible, this quality also is not able to distinguish between information, genetic material or some kinds of GRFA because a molecule of DNA, a cell (e.g., the GRFA yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*), and even seeds and animals below a certain size, cannot be perceived by human touch.
## Introduction

Can DSI about genetic resources for food and agriculture (GRFA) increase the value of biological genetic material and in some cases substitute for possession of the biological genetic material of plants, animals and microbes for some uses in ways that it could not before? Can it create value separately from biological genetic material?

This report has been prepared to introduce a variety of audiences to the outcome of an exploratory scoping and fact-finding study on the uses of DSI on GRFA. It is important to emphasize that the study included GRFA as affected, modified or managed by DSI, but was not limited to DSI sourced from GRFA. The difference in approach places DSI rather than GRFA at the center of the study. Recognizing this emphasis on DSI is critical to understand that the value that might come from DSI on GRFA is sometimes different than the value of DSI from GRFA.

Importantly, the underlying study did not focus on biosafety or other kinds of risk because it was recognized that other reports were being prepared that included such perspectives, and the objective of this report was to scope what is and could be done with DSI rather than how DSI should or should not be used, or should or should not be regulated. Nevertheless, the study did find that DSI underpins powerful biotechnologies as well as resource inventories and conservation. Socio-economic implications and the potential to cause harm to human health or the environment are noted but not considered in depth.

The report covers existing and emerging uses of, mainly electronic, bio-information technology. These uses are already being applied to the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including equitable access or fair opportunity to benefit. The importance of DSI for these technologies is almost certain to increase. This report is intended to assist policy-makers in adapting to the scientific changes brought about by both quantitative and qualitative changes in information collection, transmission, applications and inherent value even when it may be uncoupled from the original biological genetic material.

GRFA include plants, animals, fungi and microorganisms that we eat (e.g. cassava, poultry, beer, yoghurt), or provide material and fuel (e.g. forest trees), industrial and consumer products (e.g. proteins) or provide genetic diversity (e.g. wild relatives), services (e.g. soil microbes) and resources (e.g. landraces) upon which agriculture depends (Figure 2). In the future, they even may provide computing power (The Economist, 2012). These resources are continuously being improved through activities such as breeding and management, or threatened by pests, pollution, disease or loss of genetic diversity.

Until recently, to use a genetic resource required possessing it. To move the benefits of a genetic resource to other places, the genetic resource itself had to be transported (Figure 2), such as tomato seeds from plants that originated in South America to Europe and to North America. With the introduction of tissue culturing technologies, just the cells of some organisms were enough to reconstitute a genetic resource. As the basis for traits became associated with genes, and the material basis of those was linked to DNA, it became possible in some instances to transport just DNA, such as in the form of a plasmid with a gene from a bacterium intended for insertion into the genome of a plant (Zimkus and Ford, 2014).³

³ It is acknowledged that in this passage a broader description of genetic resources is being used than as defined in the Treaty. However, it is included to illustrate that those working with GRFA, that is, in gene banks and government agricultural agencies, often refer to and treat DNA as a genetic resource. Tissue, cells and DNA as genetic resources are discussed here: [http://www.nies.go.jp/biology/en/aboutus/facility/capsule.html](http://www.nies.go.jp/biology/en/aboutus/facility/capsule.html). DNA as a genetic resource is discussed here: “There is a fifth type of genetic resource that differs from the other four types because it cannot be used to regenerate an organism and usually is not held in genebanks: Cloned DNA sequences, or genetic material from other organisms incorporated into crops by molecular techniques (for example, a gene from the bacteria Bacillus thuringiensis used for resistance to insects)” (Heisey and Rubenstein, 2015).
In even more specialized instances, the biological genetic material is no longer necessary to transport some traits, even organisms, of value. Although at this time examples are few, the proof-of-principle is established by them. Moreover, there is growing scientific interest and capacity to not only increase the number of examples, but also the kinds of traits and organisms that may be “transported” using only genetic information uncoupled from biological genetic material.

There are still other ways that genetic resources provide value separate from their biological genetic material. For example, in Figure 2 the genetic resource pictured is a kiwi bird, indigenous to New Zealand. At first, such an example seems out of place because by law the kiwi bird is not eaten. However, its unique genome is important to GRFA (Le Duc et al., 2015) both for the genes for traits it carries, and for the genes it does not have. The kiwi bird genome can be used by comparative genomics to provide clues about what unknown genes in organisms that we do eat—both bird and mammal—may be responsible for traits that may be improved or eliminated. Value is extracted through comparative genomics using DSI and does not require possessing a kiwi bird.

To construct for the first time a version of the kiwi bird genome in the form of physical electronic media, that is, in the form used by a DNA database such as GenBank (GenBank), required access to the bird or tissues from the bird. But from as little as a single original sample of biological genetic material, the information could be stored, replicated and transmitted separately as electronic media, and the value of it was obtained without using the kiwi bird biological material. In fact, only in its electronic form could the genome be used for a comprehensive comparative genomics analysis.

DSI on GRFA is not limited to DSI on organisms that are GRFA. However, neither are genes. For example, prior to the development of genetic engineering, the bacterium *Bacillus thuringiensis* would not have been food any more than a kiwi bird. However, it is clear that the genes for its insecticidal proteins have been an important source of traits for some staple crops such as cotton, maize and soybeans (Heisey and Rubenstein, 2015). More than just a microbe that provides ecosystem services to these crops, it has become part of the genetic constitution of GRFA.

---

**Figure 2. Mobility of GRFA**
The ability of DSI to expand the range of organisms that become resources for food or agriculture is not special to this technology. However, as DSI makes it possible to recruit traits from non-GRFA organisms, or to use genomes of non-GRFA organisms to identify genes in organisms that are used in agriculture, it extends the boundaries of what may be used as GRFA.

**Terminology**

A number of different terms are discussed in this report, collectively referred to as “digital sequence information” (DSI) in accordance with decision XIII/16 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the decision of the Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (CGRFA) to establish a new work stream on DSI. They include, *inter alia*, genetic sequence data, genetic sequence information, genetic information, dematerialized genetic resources, and *in silico* utilization (paragraph 86 CGRFA, 2017).

It is not assumed that everyone using the various terms associated with DSI means the same things by them. Therefore, the study examined how the terms are used by different actors. This exercise is useful for providing context. It also raises awareness of when different users may be talking past one another without realizing that they are talking about similar things, or indeed are using similar words but with a very different understanding of them.

This technical scoping study drew primarily from the scientific and related literature but also from other sources such as interviews with scientists and members of civil society. As a consequence, DSI is used in general to refer to that which the scientists and technicians creating and using DSI generally think it applies. This “at the coal face” definition has obvious but unavoidable limitations. First, the science is constantly evolving, making more precise definitions presently impossible. Second, the scientific community notably does not use the term DSI.

![Figure 3. Use of the terms “genetic material” and “genetic information”.
Note: The terms “digital sequence information” and “genetic sequence data” returned no results. Note increase around the time of the first experiments showing that genes were made of DNA.
Source: (Avery et al., 1944).](image-url)

---

6 "[T]he primary problem in any legislative document that uses technical terminology – determining how that term is understood, and by whom. Where the document’s target audience is technical (technical experts and regulators) then the term will be understood and applied technically. Regulations will be developed citing particular scientific texts or statistics that will give a precise definition of the element and a standard for its measurement. Where the target audience is not highly technical, however, use of a technical term can be problematic, since it may mean different things to different audiences” (Tvedt and Young, 2007).
(Figure 3), so some judgement must be exercised in linking scientific usage and that of the CBD and CGRFA.

Notwithstanding those limitations, the use of operational examples provides a strong sense of the scope of real things referred to by the terminology associated with DSI. Over 1700 database repositories of information are in routine use as sources of DSI (Various, 2017). A few are specialized in storing information about nucleic acids, such as DNA and RNA. Even these store information about, or convert DNA information into, amino acid sequences of proteins. Other types of databases specialize in storing information about differences in sequences. For example, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) databases reveal differences in versions of the same gene or genomes of the same species. This variation can be the basis for desirable traits.

An illustrative definition of DSI is used for the purposes of this report. DSI refers to the kind of information in or that might be added to databases of the kind currently in use and collated by the scientific journal *Nucleic Acids Research* (NAR).

GRFA is at least *both* material of biological origin and functional units of heredity, as it is defined in the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) to mean “any material of plant origin, including reproductive and vegetative propagating material, containing functional units of heredity” (ITPGRFA). The material in a genetic resource includes *inter alia* RNA, proteins, metabolites and the describable interactions between molecules that may be genetically determined, environmentally induced, or a combination of the two (Figure 4).

Some of these other molecules may also be genes. While it has long been known that the material form of a gene is a nucleic acid (usually DNA), there are other kinds of molecules that also are essential for the propagation of some traits (Heinemann, 2004; Strohman, 1997). This ever-growing number of materials that appear indispensable for the inheritance of some traits are called epigenes.

The context of genetic information can be critical for trait propagation, separate from the DNA of a genome. In a significant number of cases DNA sequence is necessary but not sufficient to
establish a hereditary characteristic. Examples include epigenetic information as elaborated in the technical report.

In analogy with the “genetic code” as carried by DNA, traits for which at least one other kind of non-nucleic acid molecule is required for propagation are likened to possessing codes, such as the metabolic, histone, sugar, splicing, tubulin, signaling, ubiquitin and glycomic codes (Barbieri, 2018; Buckeridge, 2018; Gabius, 2018; Marijuán et al., 2018; Prakash and Fournier, 2018). They are studied in an emerging area called Code Biology (Barbieri, 2018).

How DSI on GRFA is used by scientists now portents a time when DNA itself may not be center stage, or at least must share the stage with many more forms of DSI. Knowing this helps to explain why there are so many kinds of databases of DSI on GRFA, and how each contributes essential information necessary to reconstruct a range of different traits.

In short, DNA and RNA sequences alone are sometimes sufficient and sometimes not to identify a trait; some traits would be impossible to transfer using only DNA. A trait can sometimes even be identified using sequence information from molecules other than DNA. Therefore, to restrict consideration of DSI on GRFA to DNA databases would neither be true to how scientists are already using DSI on GRFA nor fully inform future-ready policy.

Beyond these practicalities of modern genetics is the technology to synthesize biological and biological genetic material using neither the original source organism nor any biological material from it. Complete genome synthesis has been achieved for types of bacteria (Gibson, 2014). Complete synthesis of a few viruses has already been demonstrated (Wimmer, 2006). A new machine in prototype stage may one day achieve this for cells, possibly plant and animal zygotes (Boles et al., 2017). The synthesis of engineered and novel organisms uses DSI of DNA, proteins and possibly other molecules along with subunits of these molecules that may be produced in a laboratory as inputs. Some genetic materials can be constructed using DSI and chemistry, separate from biological genetic material (Figure 5).

In summary, it is possible to identify common elements in the various terms that have been collected under the heading DSI. However, this does not mean that those using different terms are necessarily talking about the same thing, or that the meaning of terms is static. Different actors can be drawing upon discipline conventions that do not perfectly overlap with other disciplines, such as illustrated by the different history of use of the term genetic material by classical applied animal and plant breeders compared to molecular biologists in the middle of the last century.

Operational adoption of DSI appears to be mostly unaffected by terminological disputes. From the viewpoint of how DSI is being used on GRFA and the management of GRFA, all information that can be gathered into databases is being used. No database is superior to all others in every application of DSI to GRFA. DNA databases are linked to genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic databases (and sometimes these are features of a single database). Metabolomic databases sometimes can be more useful for understanding a GRFA than a corresponding DNA database. The power of the databases is increased because they link phenotypic and metabolic traits to DNA genes, or epigenes.

It is beyond the scope of this study to resolve discontinuities in terminology adopted by different users. Like the definition of the gene itself, sometimes an example (i.e. DNA) is more practical for those working in the discipline than is a more flexible heuristic (i.e. the material basis of heritable traits). For the purpose of communicating the findings of the report on DSI, the term is tied to the operational descriptions of actors that map with reasonable consistency to what is in and what could be in the future stored in databases of the type described by Nucleic Acids Research (NAR), and used by the science of bioinformatics.
DSI carries information, as do genes

“Any biology textbook published within the last sixty years states as a fact that genes encode and transmit information. This statement derives from the mid-1940s, when biologists started to equate the activity of genes with a code that transmits instructions and governs all processes and features of living organisms, from respiration to eye color” (García-Sancho, 2015).

DSI has qualities that make it as different to text as is e-mail to a handwritten letter. While at the interface a handwritten letter consisting of a string of letters appears the same as those letters displayed on a computer screen, the latter is supported by a large variety of unseen but essential information. Without the accompanying algorithms, schemata and metadata, the string of letters would be meaningless even to the computer.

It is tempting to imagine that a DNA sequencing machine “sees” the nucleotides in a molecule of DNA and lists them off in order such as TTATGCCAT. However, in reality the machine generates a host of data that is transformed by sophisticated processes governed by underlying software that automates decisions about the chemical structures in the molecule. That is why each section of a genome is sequenced many times (called “depth of read”) to increase the confidence in having identified the correct nucleotide at each location.

Figure 5. Moving information between digital and living worlds

Note: From top left, a cell or organism is a genetic resource from which material such as genomic DNA (circle) is extracted. The order of bases in the genome is determined by sequencing and the information is stored as a digital sequence. The information may or may not be further modified and a new genome written, or a genome edited, using the digital information. The synthesized DNA is transferred to a living organism (e.g. yeast) for final assembly of large pieces and may be further transferred to other cells to create a new genetic resource. Source: (Gibson, 2014).
To have meaning in relation to a trait, the string of letters of a DNA sequence must be read in a particular direction and that information is part of the explicit or implicit schemata of a database. The trait may be dependent on events that cannot be easily or fully predicted just from the DNA sequence, such as the number of post-transcriptional and post-translation modifications that occur between gene and trait.

Beyond the actual sequences of DNA and RNA, additional DSI can take the form of counting the number of times a sequence occurs in a sample or a genome (called copy number variation or CNV). These are large gains or losses of genomic DNA seen in comparisons of genomes of organisms in the same species. Along with other kinds of markers (e.g. SNPs), CNVs contribute to estimates of genetic variability and can explain significant differences in phenotypes.7

In transcriptomics the copy number for each sequence forms the basis for gene expression analysis and linking the contribution of RNAs to a quantitative trait. The number of copies of each amino acid sequence yields analogous data for proteins (Figure 6).

It is these and other elements of information that enable DSI to faithfully encode GRFA information. Transferability of information between media makes the different kinds of media interchangeable for storing the information, allowing either loss-less transfer or transfer with known amounts of loss between media.

These principles underlie many common and familiar technologies, such as telephones. The human ear receives sound as waves propagated in the medium of air. Telephones do not transmit sound waves directly; telephone handsets transduce the sound waves as electronic signals and encode them for transmission. These signals are then transmitted through the telephone network in various forms such as electrical or optical (light) signals plus data about the call. The recipient’s telephone then decodes and transduces these signals to create sound waves perceivable by the human ear. All of this is enabled by the use of structured formats and conventions.

DSI is highly structured using formats and conventions with attributes beyond simple and minimally structured text files. As with the technology supporting the layers of information necessary for a conversation over a telephone line, a database has content, schemata and metadata, making it very different from a sequence of symbols as may be written on a piece of paper (Figure 6).8 The database has organization that elevates the content from data to information. Schemata make it possible to navigate and act on the content of the database. Various forms of metadata, descriptive, structural and administrative, provide context.

---

7 “In farm animals, several traits are caused by CNV affecting genes or gene regions. For example, the Dominant white locus in pigs includes alleles determined by duplications of the KIT gene. CNV also affects the Agouti locus in sheep and goats and contributes to the variability of coat colour in these two species. CNV in intron 1 of the SOX5 gene causes the pea-comb phenotype in chicken and the late feathering locus in this avian species includes a partial duplication of the PRLR and SPEF2 genes” (Fontanesi et al., 2010).

8 This is not to say that paper would be insufficient as a medium to achieve the sophistication of some kind of ‘electronic’ database. The comparison being drawn is to a series of letters on a piece of paper and what is required for the same utility being routinely provided now by electronic databases.
In Table 1A, the Google Translate tool was given a complete sentence and asked to translate that sentence from English into another language. The translation was substituted for the original English text for translation back to English. Fidelity of translation from English to either Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high as apparent from the high fidelity of the back translation. Compare for example, the difference in translation of the sentence (with content, schema and meta-data when sent to Google Translate) and the same words translated out of context as just a series of words, even when in the same order as the original sentence. If each word of the same sentence is translated independently and then assembled into a phrase, the accuracy of the translation declines, as shown in the last row of Table 1B. This use of the tool Google Translate

---

https://translate.google.com

Figure 6. A peek at the meta-data of BRENDA

Note: “The database covers organism-specific information on functional and molecular properties, in detail on the nomenclature, reaction and specificity, enzyme structure, stability, application and engineering, organism, ligands, literature references and links to other databases” (Schomburg et al., 2002). It can be used to calculate or simulate metabolic pathways using “the information of substrate/product chains and the corresponding kinetic data of the preceding and following enzymes” (Schomburg et al., 2002).
strips it of important contextual information and rules, the context of language that is encoded in schemata and meta-data.

Table 1A. Characteristics of information interchangeability illustrated by translation into different UN working languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>from*</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity of translation from English to either Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high as apparent from the high fidelity of the back translation.</td>
<td>翻譯從英文翻譯成中文，俄文或阿拉伯文的忠誠度高，這從後面翻譯的高保真度中可以看出。</td>
<td>The loyalty of translations from English to Chinese, Russian or Arabic is high, as can be seen from the high fidelity of later translations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity of translation from English to either Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high as apparent from the high fidelity of the back translation.</td>
<td>Верность перевода с английского на китайский, русский или арабский была высокой, как видно из высокой верности перевода назад.</td>
<td>The faithfulness of the translation from English into Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high, as can be seen from the high fidelity of the translation back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity of translation from English to either Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high as apparent from the high fidelity of the back translation.</td>
<td>كانت دقة الترجمة من الإنجليزية إلى الصينية أو الروسية أو العربية عالية كما يتضح من الدقة العالية للترجمة الخلفية.</td>
<td>The accuracy of translation from English to Chinese, Russian or Arabic was high, as demonstrated by the high resolution of background translation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DNA sequence information can be transferred to DSI and then again transferred back through synthesis of a DNA molecule (Figure 5). This characteristic is shared by the kinds of databases chosen to illustrate DSI, all of which contain DSI on GRFA. A protein’s amino acid sequence can be transferred to DSI and then again transferred back through synthesis of a protein molecule, or the DSI of the amino acid sequence itself can be converted into a DNA sequence for the synthesis of a DNA molecule that when placed back into a cell produces the protein molecule.
DSI in the form of genome sequences can be used to predict transcriptome sequences, which in turn can be used to predict proteome composition and this can be used to predict the metabolome. As importantly, a description of the metabolome would allow the design of a proteome that could produce that metabolome and then a genome that could produce that proteome. In other words, the knowledge of many databases may soon be sufficient to recreate traits or material of value without necessarily producing copies of the source biological genetic material.

While all the above can be done, it is neither intended nor implied that doing so is trivial. In some cases it is routine while in others it would be at the cutting edge of, or just beyond, current technology. The degree of difficulty determines the pace by which such things are done, how well the outcome matches the prediction, but not the possibility of them being done from a technical point of view.

In summary, DSI is stimulating discussions of what genetic material can be, similarly to how artificial intelligence is challenging concepts of the brain. Is the biological material of neural tissue the only medium in which complex thinking can occur or be stored? Would a computer have to be a copy of a human being in order to have “thoughts” of some value to humanity? Does genetic material need to be biological material? In a biological system the answer appears obvious. However, as a storage medium for genetic information, a sequence can be held by either a biological material or the kind of material used by a computer. As DSI makes it possible to store and transmit genetic information back to biological material, it challenges the boundaries of what may be used as GRFA.

**Use of DSI in characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA**

DSI on GRFA is applied to describe and characterize genetic resources and contribute to their conservation and sustainable use. Characterization provides information about organisms and ecosystems that may be used for basic research, identification and monitoring and to draw comparisons with other organisms and ecosystems. Molecular markers, phenomics and bioinformatics are used in the characterization of GRFA (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

Molecular markers are used to identify and track alleles for quantitative traits. When different combinations of alleles of different genes cause different phenotypes, the trait is said to be quantitative. DSI is used to create the tools for following different alleles through breeding.

Barcoding is a technology that improves identification, particularly of species that are difficult to distinguish between by morphology. Barcoding uses DNA sequences from a gene or genomic location for species identification and discovery (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011). A variation of barcoding is metabarcoding, where an estimate of biological diversity is derived from direct isolation of DNA from a sample, such as a soil sample (Orwin et al., 2018).

DSI has become a critical component of breeding by contributing to the rate and accuracy of trait mapping to develop targets for marker-assisted selection (MAS). Moreover, it is important for calculating genomic estimated breeding value (Varshney et al., 2014).

DSI also contributes to efforts to conserve GRFA. The means to identify individuals with defined genetic variants associated with particular traits informs estimates of the population’s effective size (Ne) which is needed to ensure that there are sufficient numbers for breeding (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011). The information may be used to manage both domesticated and wild GRFA. Likewise, for some ecosystem functions, it is not enough to have sufficient numbers of one genetic type, and instead it depends on having both the right mix of variants or species (qualitative) and in the right ratios (quantitative). For example, the rumen microbiome varies with feedstock. The variance is not in what microorganisms are in the rumen, but the ratio of the different species to one another (Henderson et al., 2015).

Likewise, sustainable use of GRFA depends on maintaining sufficient genetic diversity to ensure that species or subspecies do not go extinct, that diseases and pests can be managed, and that the impact of wild and farmed populations on the environment can be mitigated. DSI is developed to track the movement of genes between domesticated and wild populations of GRFA. For example,
movement from domesticated to wild populations might endanger small wild populations if it caused outbreeding depression (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011). Monitoring gene flow is thus also important for conservation efforts.

Sustainable use of GRFA also depends on environmental factors. For example, most crop plants require pollinators such as bees. Because of decreasing bee populations, use of commercially supplied species has been increasing in some places (Suni et al., 2017). Are these commercial releases effective? How do they impact wild bee populations and pollination? For example, “Managed species are commonly reared or transported under conditions that facilitate disease transmission, and both managed bumblebees and honey bees have a list of serious pests and pathogens that can ‘spillover’ into natural populations” (Lozier and Zayed, 2017).

Bees from 22 sites in Massachusetts that varied in their intensity of commercial bee use were genotyped using DSI on nine microsatellite loci to determine if commercial releases of certain bee species might impact populations of wild bees, or pollination of crops. The research found that despite the commercial releases, wild bees were found on cranberry crops more often. The research suggests that management of bees for services to pollination should include a determination of whether commercial bees or bumble bee habitat surrounding agricultural fields, intended to promote wild bee populations, would be the more effective option at lowest risk to bee health (Suni et al., 2017).

Furthermore, sustainable use has economic dimensions. Farmers need adequate returns from their products. Certification and traceability add value to agriculture by meeting consumer demands. DSI is used to meet certification and traceability standards, as well as to ensure compliance with some food safety standards.

DSI is used to identify and diagnose pests and disease (both genetic and infectious), but also to discover and design new pesticides and therapeutics, such as antibiotics and vaccines.

Sequencing

DSI is generated from organisms and ecosystems by extracting particular molecules and where appropriate “sequencing” them. For example in the case of DNA, that is to determine the order of subunits in the molecule (Oldham, 2009). DNA is a polymer of nucleotides abbreviated as A, T, G and C. The actual sequence of these four subunits defines the individual molecule of DNA. Similarly, a protein is a polymer of amino acids (of which there are 20 different kinds in use in most organisms). The actual sequence of the amino acids in a protein defines the individual protein molecule.

Sequencing capacity has grown exponentially. As many as 2.5 million plant and animal species may have complete genome sequences, and between 100 million and 2 billion people may have their genomes sequenced, by 2025 (Stephens et al., 2015). The rate of growth in this capacity, already possibly doubling once every seven months, foreshadows a future where all genomes may one day be described and variations in them recorded in near real time, globally.

Sequencing capacity is also becoming more distributed. This is due to both a decrease in costs and miniaturization. Devices that fit in the palm of a person’s hand and which plug into the USB port of a laptop are now available (Jain et al., 2018; Yong, 2016). Devices the size of a credit card, which can be used to sequence the DNA in saliva or blood samples, are being developed to diagnose the most common microbial pathogens in animal GRFA (Chen et al., 2017). Coupling the card with the camera on a smartphone provides real time diagnostics for veterinarians and farmers. In principle, these tools could one day be used on plant and soil samples.
Reconstruction

Molecules can be synthesized directly using DSI. Synthesizing DNA or RNA molecules based on a particular desired sequence has been done since the early 1970s. However, those were very expensive molecules and also very small. It is now possible with great accuracy to synthesize gene-sized DNA molecules (1 000+ nucleotides) at a cost of about USD0.15 per base pair (Petrone, 2016).

Both sequencing and reconstruction contribute to food security and nutrition through use in modern breeding programmes. An example is the use of DSI in MAS applied through SNP (pronounced “snip”) chips (Box 1).\(^\text{10}\) For MAS, DSI in the form of SNP databases can be used to screen germplasm to concentrate genetic material with a high frequency of desired genotypes (“phenotype to genotype”).\(^\text{11}\) Screened and selected stocks are preferentially used in breeding (Weller et al., 2017).

Box 1. How is DSI used in a SNP chip?

A SNP chip is usually made from glass coupons upon which are attached many fragments (oligonucleotides) of DNA. High-density chips can have DNA fragments for hundreds of thousands of different oligonucleotides, each associated with a different genetic marker. All of these oligonucleotide sequences and then molecules were derived from DSI.

Genomic DNA from an organism is compared to the DNA on the chip to identify SNPs. Oligonucleotides corresponding to DNA sequences in genes of interest are synthesized. These oligonucleotides differ at one nucleotide, representing different SNPs. The DNA derived from the genome of an organism to be genotyped is applied to the chip. DNA sequences that are able to bind (called hybridize) are perfectly complementary to an oligonucleotide on the chip, as if they were two strands of a double-stranded DNA molecule.

The hybridization pattern on the chip is visible to sensitive electronic detectors, creating a digital profile of the SNPs in the genome being examined. Each marker is assigned a particular sequence in the genome being tested, based on the particular variable nucleotide that was represented at that place on the chip. That profile is converted into a DSI database of SNPs.

SNP information is among the kinds of genotype and phenotype information that is held by databases. SNPs are a type of molecular marker. Among others that are in use to varying degrees include RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphisms), RAPD (random amplification of polymorphic DNA), AFLP (amplified fragment length polymorphisms) (for a review, see Yang et al., 2013). SNP-based tools are becoming the most common for genotyping because SNPs are large in number and well distributed in genomes, have proven stable and accurate, and are adaptable to high-throughput analyses. Although SNP chips are a significant improvement in genotyping, MAS can still take many generations in some kinds of organisms to achieve the desired outcome (He et al., 2014; Weller et al., 2017).

As the information value (and not just the scale of content) of DSI grows and the ease and rate of collection increases, “genotype to phenotype” approaches to breeding are being developed. Marker identification can be accelerated using genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) techniques that

---

\(^{10}\) For a user-friendly and brief introduction, see https://www.mun.ca/biology/scarr/DNA_Chips.html.

\(^{11}\) The phenotype to genotype approach associates phenotypes with genetic markers that are converted to DNA sequence information and used to screen offspring with desired genotypes for further breeding. In the emerging genotype to phenotype approach, genomes are sequenced and analysed for predicted phenotypes, or they are synthesized based on predicted phenotypes, selecting genomes that match.
use whole genome sequencing for genome wide association studies (GWAS) in GRFA (He et al., 2014).

GWAS mapping, also called linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping, identifies statistically significant phenotype-genotype quantitative trait loci associations (Varshney et al., 2014). Originally developed for high resolution GWAS in maize, GBS has been applied to multiple plant species with complex genomes, such as wheat, barley, rice, potato, cassava, apples and pine (He et al., 2014; Norelli et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2015). Use in livestock animals such as cattle and chickens is also advancing (Brouard et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017b). The key distinction between historical applications of MAS and GBS is that the latter allows “breeders to implement GWAS, genomic diversity study, genetic linkage analysis, molecular marker discovery, and genomic selection (GS) under a large scale of plant breeding programs. There is no requirement for a priori knowledge of the species genomes as the GBS method has been shown to be robust across a range of species and SNP discovery and genotyping are completed together” (emphasis added to He et al., 2014).

GBS techniques can in certain cases increase the efficiency of breeding. The technique can be customized to local breeds. It has been easiest to apply to plants and more challenging for livestock, because of the different levels of homozygosity (Brouard et al., 2017). The much higher density of identified SNPs potentially decreases the size of adult populations necessary to make associations between SNPs and traits (Brouard et al., 2017; Ibeagha-Awemu et al., 2016). That makes it applicable both for breeding GRFA and for conservation of wild species, where it can be used to more accurately calculate effective population size (e.g. in salmon as described by Larson et al., 2014).

The capacity to reconstruct molecules other than nucleic acids is also increasing. Machines such as the recently described “digital-to-biological” converter build both DNA and protein molecules and they have already built a virus from scratch. The converter “receives digitally transmitted DNA sequence information and converts it into biopolymers, such as DNA, RNA and proteins, as well as complex entities such as viral particles, without any human intervention” (Boles et al., 2017). Such machines are in prototype stage.

Editing

Gene/genome editing is more likely for the foreseeable future to be the way to modify traits than synthesizing organisms de novo. Editing alters DNA sequences in vivo. Hence, DNA does not have to be removed from the organism, manipulated and then returned to it. For some applications, a few changes to the genome may be sufficient. Where more than this is required, editing can be applied multiple times to the same genome, or be used to replace large sections of DNA.

Several advancing technologies including editing are dependent on DSI. These include the suite of technologies referred to by various names, including the new breeding techniques, gene drive systems, oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis (ODM) and RNA/DNA interference (also known as gene silencing).

Each of these techniques relies upon sequence knowledge of a “target” DNA or RNA molecule. In most cases, the techniques also require a co-factor composed of an oligonucleotide molecule. The sequence of that nucleic acid molecule is also determined by reference to sequences in databases.

Gene editing techniques can be used to alter a genome at multiple locations, introducing gene variations that combine to create complex traits. There is a growing number of applications in GRFA (Lamas-Toranzo et al., 2017). Gene editing techniques can be used to generate genetic variation later screened for desirable phenotypes or, once a desirable variant of gene (called an allele) has been identified, that variant can be created in another germplasm (Box 2). Doing so has the potential to avoid the so-called drag that comes from breeding two different parents that
each have a different mix of desirable and also undesirable alleles at many different locations. In addition, the desired allele can be identified in any species or stock that shares the equivalent gene.

The value may be realized by the owners of the germplasm or those that use the germplasm (e.g. farmers) of the engineered organism. However, the mobility of the DSI allows others to derive value without being connected to the biological genetic material. These include, for example, the bioinformaticians who identify the valuable DSI or those who sell the materials needed for gene editing.
Dematerialized, or in silico, use

The volume of DSI being generated by whole genome sequences is already on the scale of “big data”. Some DSI is highly structured, such as that describing genomes. Other DSI is unstructured, such as graphics. The science of computational biology using the tools of bioinformatics provides a methodological approach to unifying these variant kinds of information, further demonstrating the interchangeability of information in various forms.

Some uses of DSI may again be applied to genetic resources directly, and some not. For example, DSI adds value to GRFA by helping breeders and farmers to more efficiently select breeding stock (Figure 7). Historically genes and variants of genes have been retrospectively associated with particular traits (phenotypes) and then the DSI of those associations was used to screen out of the breeding programme the germplasm with the fewest DNA markers for the mix of desired traits or with undesirable genes and alleles of genes (Woolliams and Oldenbroek, 2017)).

The DSI can have value beyond this use too. For example, the same databases can be applied to management of wild GRFA or to assess the diversity in commercial livestock breeds or crop cultivars (Yang et al., 2013).

DSI on GRFA does not have to only add value to GRFA. It can add value in other ways. It can

- increase the value of products when used to screen foods for pathogens or microbes associated with safety (Higgins et al., 2018; Rantsiou et al., in press);
- increase the value of products through label certification, verify label ingredients or detect substitutions of endangered species in food products (Di Pinto et al., 2015);
- be used to detect or diagnose both disease and infectious diseases in plants and animals, or as an antibiotic resistance surveillance tool (European Food Safety et al., 2017);

Box 2. Recent applications of gene editing in GRFA.

Tomatoes

The cis-regulatory elements of genes are important for gene expression but are not sequences that vary the protein product of a gene. Variations in expression level have been found in both quantitative trail loci (QTL) and genome-wide association (GWAS) studies (both of which are dependent on DSI) to be a significant source of phenotypic diversity.

Researchers developed a CRISPR/Cas9 gene drive system in tomatoes “to rapidly and efficiently generate dozens of novel cis-regulatory alleles for three genes that regulate fruit size, inflorescence architecture, and plant growth habit” (Rodríguez-Leal et al., 2017). The components of the gene editing CRISPR/Cas9 system were designed from DSI and introduced as transgenes into the tomato genome. A novel genetic system that ensured stable inheritance of the transgenes was devised to increase the number of changes that could accumulate. Offspring with desired phenotypes were isolated over multiple generations.

Sheep

The BCO2 gene of Norwegian sheep is important for determining the trait “yellow fat”. Mutations in this gene prevent production of an enzyme that converts β-carotene into retinaldehyde. The accumulation of β-carotene is often desirable because it can be converted by people into Vitamin A. Fat with accumulations of β-carotene is characteristically yellow in color.

The gene editing tool CRISPR/Cas9 guided by DSI of the BCO2 gene was used on the one cell stage of Tan sheep zygotes creating either biallelic or monoallelic BCO2 disrupted modified animals (Niu, 2017). Biallelic animals (those with both BCO2 genes mutated) had significantly more yellow color in fat.
- be applied to characterizing ecosystem function or conservation of species or sub-species through techniques such as barcoding or meta-barcoding (Orwin et al., 2018);
- be used to design DNA or RNA-based pesticides or therapeutics (Heinemann et al., 2013; Mogren and Lundgren, 2017).

With the miniaturization of collection tools, such as hand-held DNA sequencers and credit card-sized, real-time diagnostic devices, it is likely that more people will be contributing to the creation of DSI. At such scales, it may be possible to create value chains from personalized advertising and direct-to-the-consumer sales as is happening with human genome sequencing (Contreras and Deshmukh, 2017).

As the cost of synthesis declines, and should tools for synthesis, such as the prototype digital-to-biological converter become available, then DSI may add value through production of biological material other than genetic material per se, and may also be able to create genetic material from what was previously considered to be only biological material. Such products potentially include the manufacture of vaccines and peptide antibiotics. In addition, the larger the DSI databases become the more useful they will be for the design and then production of novel biological (e.g. enzymes or synthetic biological circuits) and/or biological genetic materials (e.g. genomes).

**Implications for access and benefit-sharing**

An estimated annual contribution of ~USD300 000 000 is provided by governments to maintain >1 700 public databases. This cost is mainly borne by wealthier countries, which also largely host the computers within which the databases reside. Long-term public funding for the databases is not guaranteed (Editor, 2016).

Big data has big demands on infrastructure. The scale of genome sequence information alone can be so large that even in developed countries it is sometimes more efficient to transport and exchange hard drives than it is to electronically transmit the data (Marx, 2013). What might take a week or a month to transmit electronically in a developed country may be effectively impossible to transmit in poorer countries. Thus, while access may in theory be free or nearly so, in some cases it is largely only hypothetical.

Turning access into derived benefit also has challenges (Helmy et al., 2016). Processing power and human resources are significant limiting factors to use.

Whether or not access and benefit-sharing (ABS) legislation includes the use of DSI on GRFA for the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including exchange, access and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from their use, the research and commercial sectors may...

![Stylized depiction of plant and animal breeding assisted by DSI](https://example.com/figure7.png)

*Figure 7. Stylized depiction of plant and animal breeding assisted by DSI*

*Source: (Varshney et al., 2014)*
react in unexpected ways. Some fear that any additional compliance or subscription costs may slow the distribution of assets for upstream research (Manzella, 2016) as the information is either not generated or it is kept secret. However, as recorded in interviews for this study, failure of legislation to provide a framework for ABS might have similar effects. Researchers and businesses may prioritize the value of DSI to country of origin, or to indigenous peoples, and either keep the data secret or abandon its collection altogether.

**Conclusion**

DSI as captured by the physical media of databases and how it has been used for many decades in research, industry and public resources management was examined in this study. This included DSI on GRFA that has added value to these genetic resources. DSI, for example, has been used since the 1990s by companies that specialize in monitoring transgenes in international trade or certify seed stocks as “GMO free”, or test for potential patent infringements (Heinemann, 2007; Heinemann et al., 2004).

The study also looked at new and envisioned uses relevant to GRFA. The actual and especially potential value of DSI on GRFA is rapidly increasing because highly anticipated new technologies would be impossible without it. Some of these technologies even convert DSI on physical electronic media into biological genetic material using only machines and chemical precursors.

This study was informed by the latest scientific literature, with many examples taken from papers in the last two years. Some of these references inform the future looking nature of the study. Those references in general come from premier, mainstream scientific journals or interviews with scientists that are at the forefront of developments.

While DSI has long had value separate from the biological genetic material that it describes, some of the projections of future value may fail to be realized, or even later viewed as hype. Nevertheless, there is wide-scale enthusiasm among both basic researchers and scientific entrepreneurs for emerging technologies that can reify DSI as GRFA, or add value to GRFA. There has been no abatement of effort to further develop these and indeed even newer technologies. Such high-quality projections cannot be ignored for the purposes of informing a policy discussion, especially on potential value of DSI on GRFA.
I. INTRODUCTION

This exploratory fact-finding scoping study examines how DSI on genetic resources for food and agriculture is being used currently, how it might be used in the future and what the implications of its use are and might be in the future for the food and agriculture sector. The study covers:

- terminology used in this area;
- current status of biotechnologies (including identification, characterization, breeding and genetic improvement and conservation of GRFA) in the management of GRFA and agroecosystems and future developments;
- the types and extent of current and future uses of DSI on GRFA in biotechnologies; and
- actors involved with DSI on GRFA, and the relevance of DSI now and in the future on GRFA for food security and nutrition.

1965 Nobel laurette Jacques Monod famously said that “What was true for E. coli is true for the elephant”. There would prove to be many exceptions to this prediction about the biology of a bacterium and an elephant. Nevertheless, Monod’s remark was insightful for guiding the new science of molecular biology which was to eventually discover remarkable similarities in how genes and genomes work across all of life. The quality of the prediction he made is especially evident when comparing organisms that do not describe the extreme ends of the biological spectrum (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

The modern equivalent of Monod’s assertion is that what can be done with DSI in one organism at least may be done in any other organism of similar type. When it comes to the use of DSI, what is true for the elephant is true for the goat. What is true for Candida albicans (a pathogen) is true for the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (the yeast used to make fermented beverages and bread). For some uses of DSI, what can be done in E. coli can also be done in the elephant. This simple prediction has been true enough to make the use of DSI routine in the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of both organisms that are and are not considered to be genetic resources for food and agriculture (GRFA) (CBD, 2018).

The Monod anecdote informs us that sometimes when discussing the use of DSI on GRFA, it is both prudent and necessary to use an example involving an organism that some might not consider to be GRFA (at least not at the moment). At the cutting edge of science, the example proves the principle. Although it remains to be seen how many proofs of principle will become routine uses of DSI on GRFA, some uses of DSI have long been part of biological research on GRFA and its management.

Monod’s prediction has also increased in value and prescience with changes in technology over time. When the insecticidal qualities of the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringenesis became apparent, this species of bacteria became a GRFA or at the very least a resource for management of GRFA. Subsequently, individual fragments of DNA from B. thuringenesis were found to confer upon crop plants, such as cotton, soybeans and maize, the trait of toxicity to insects (Heisey and Rubenstein, 2015). Genetic engineering technology was used to create crop GRFA that had one or more B. thuringenesis genes, making these bacteria unequivocally a genetic resource.

In one way, the use of DSI is an incremental advance in that progression of B. thuringenesis from soil microorganism to GRFA. Based on the DNA sequence of the genes from B. thuringenesis for the insecticidal traits, entire genes can be synthesized from chemical precursors and then inserted into crop plant. Isolating the bacteria from soil is not necessary.

12 For example, the gene editing technique CRISPR/Cas9, which uses DNA molecules synthesized from DSI, can be used in both E. coli and elephants. “The plan sounds wild – but efforts to make mammals more mammoth-like have been going on for a while...Church says that he has edited about 14 such genes in elephant embryos” (Reardon, 2016)
In other ways, DSI is a significant advance on the use of *B. thuringenesis* DNA. For example, the DNA sequence of the gene from the bacterium can be altered in such a way as to create the same protein in plants, but is expressed more efficiently than would be the literal sequence from the bacterium.\(^{13}\) Bioinformatics was the science of studying the sequences of genes that revealed these differences between plants and *B. thuringenesis*. Additionally, DSI has been used to design and create novel combinatorial toxicities by combining regions of different toxin genes (Honee *et al.*, 1990).

Comparative genomics can use DSI on genomes from different species to identify valuable genes, extending the use of DSI beyond natural breeding populations. For example, the copy number variation (CNV) information of the cattle genome was used to build a high resolution array to map CNVs in the less well study genomes of goats (Fontanesi *et al.*, 2010).

This makes it possible to extend DSI to organisms that are both outside the natural breeding range and traditional descriptions of GRFA. The kiwi bird is an example of an organism that by law is not food or farmed but is edible and historically was eaten. It has a unique genome that is important to GRFA both for the genes for traits it carries, and for the genes it does not have. The kiwi bird genome can be used by comparative genomics to provide clues about what unknown genes in organisms that we do eat – both bird and mammal – may be responsible for traits that may be improved or eliminated (Le Duc *et al.*, 2015).

The variety of uses of DSI in biology in general is growing along with other changes in biotechnology and computation. Those changes are illustrated by improvements in three co-evolving technologies (Figure 5). The first of these is in scale of DNA sequencing (“reading”).\(^{14}\) The second is in scale of DNA synthesis to manufacture genomes (“writing”) or make DNA molecules used to modify existing genomes (“editing”). “Since 1975, reading and writing platforms have exhibited increases in throughput of three-million-fold and one-billion-fold” and a million-fold reduction in cost in the past 10 years in both reading and writing (Chari and Church, 2017).

The third of these is in computational power for analysis of DNA sequences along with increases in storage and transmission of data. As an indicator of growth in processing power, the number of transistors per chip has been doubling every two years until 2004 (Waldrop, 2016). Genomics data is estimated to use exabytes\(^{15}\) of storage by 2025 (Stephens *et al.*, 2015).

### 1.1 Co-evolving technologies

DNA sequencing technology has its origins in the 1970s (Mardis, 2017). For many years sequencing was done on a small scale, was laborious and expensive. Large public and private investments in the genome sequencing projects of the late 1980s fertilized the development of technologies that could affordably deliver the sequence of entire genomes.

With increased capacity has come decreased cost (NIH, 2016). The first human genome sequence delivered in 2000 is estimated to have cost USD500 000 000–1 000 000 000. Higher quality data could be produced by 2006 at an estimated cost of only USD14 000 000–25 000 000, and by the end of 2015 it was as low as USD1 500 per genome.

DNA synthesis technology also has its origins around 1970, with the production of molecules called oligomers composed of small numbers of nucleotides (Amarnath and Broom, 1977). This technology too has improved to where now it is possible to synthesize DNA molecules that correspond to genes (e.g. on the order of over 1 000 nucleotides), which are then connected to make even larger, up to chromosome sized, molecules.

---

\(^{13}\) This is due to different codon preferences for the same amino acid in the different organisms.

\(^{14}\) Reading is defined as the use of massively parallel sequencing technologies to decipher nucleotide order and writing as the use of either genome-editing tools or DNA synthesis to make changes in DNA molecules (Chari and Church, 2017).

\(^{15}\) A unit of information equal to a quintillion (10\(^{18}\)).
The scale at which information about genetic resources can now be gathered, stored and transmitted is vast compared to even the end of the last century, and capacity is rapidly increasing. As many as 2.5 million plant and animal species are expected to have complete genome sequences, and between 100 million and 2 billion people may have their genomes sequenced, by 2025 (Stephens et al., 2015). The rate of growth in this capacity, already possibly doubling once every seven months, portends a future where all genomes may one day be described and variations in them recorded in near real time, globally.

Costs of synthesis are currently about USD0.15 per base pair (Petrone, 2016). The cost to synthesize the human genome, as a collection of gene sized molecules, would be USD450 000 000. This would not include the cost of assembling the fragments into a whole genome. Not only is the synthesis cost prohibitive, but presently the assembly would be unmanageable (Perkel, 2017).

Nevertheless, there is growing evidence that in time technological advancements will overcome barriers to the construction of viruses and organisms using only DSI. Small genomes can be synthesized either entirely or in large parts that are then assembled in yeast cells in the laboratory (Perkel, 2017). The complete synthesis of five chromosomes of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is evidence that even larger genomes may soon be assembled, if not outright synthesized (Richardson et al., 2017).

Not just genomes but also obtaining other material necessary for a virus or cellular organism to reproduce is becoming more independent of possessing the original biological material (Gibson, 2014; Jewett and Forster, 2010). Indeed, the history of work on this extends back many decades. In the 1960s, researchers isolated and purified in vitro synthesized T4 and lambda (λ) viral genomes and mixed them together with isolated and purified viral coat proteins to reconstitute viruses in vitro (Edgar and Wood, 1966; Kaiser and Masuda, 1973; Weigle, 1966). By 2002, the 7 500 RNA nucleotides long poliovirus genome was synthesized. To recreate the viral genome, the researchers assembled together shorter synthesized DNA molecules (Wimmer, 2006). The RNA genome was synthesized using enzymes that assemble RNA polymers from DNA “templates”. The RNA genome was combined together in a test tube with the enzymes that increased the number of RNA genomes and that use RNA to construct proteins. This mixture was able to produce infectious viral particles (Wimmer, 2006).

The critical role of DSI in the reconstruction of the poliovirus was emphasized retrospectively by one of the researchers. “Our experiment has thus overturned one axiom in biology—namely, that the proliferation of cells or, for that matter, viruses depends on the physical presence of a functional genome to instruct the replication process. It was believed that without parental genomes, no daughter cells or progeny viruses would arise. We have broken this fundamental law of biology by reducing poliovirus to a chemical entity, which can be synthesized on the basis of information stored in the public domain—an experimental proof of principle that is applicable to the synthesis of all viruses” (emphasis added to Wimmer, 2006). Since then, several other viruses have been reconstructed in this way (Wimmer, 2006) indicating that this proof of principle could be extended to viruses relevant to GRFA.

In the case of poliovirus reconstruction, the enzymes needed for the production of the virus particle were isolated from human cells. This step may not be necessary in the future. Machines such as the “digital-to-biological converter” that are now being tested can, from a mix of precursor molecules and an electronic DNA sequence, synthesize new DNA genomes and the proteins (Boles et al., 2017). The converter “receives digitally transmitted DNA sequence information and converts it into biopolymers, such as DNA, RNA and proteins, as well as complex entities such as viral particles, without any human intervention” (Boles et al., 2017).

De novo synthesis from DSI is neither always the intention nor the most important new technology. Instead, the technology of gene editing, where an existing genome can be converted incrementally to conform to a new design (Chari and Church, 2017; Perkel, 2017), will more likely be the more common application of DSI at least into the foreseeable future. Its generality was demonstrated by changing multiple occurrences of a particular DNA sequence in vivo. The DNA sequence TAG was changed at 321 separate locations in the bacterium Escherichia coli
genome using short “mutagenic” DNA molecules, making it possible to now assign the sequence code TAG to a new kind of amino acid for incorporation into proteins (Gallagher et al., 2014).

Gene editing can be applied to GRFA. These techniques have been used to create new traits in plants. This can be used to increase the efficiency of insertion of transgenes or to modify existing alleles based on the DNA sequences in other species. For example, using a technique called oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis (ODM), herbicide resistance traits were introduced into canola and flax (Songstad et al., 2017).

Complementing the changes in DNA reading and writing, and the physical information technology infrastructure, have been changes in bioinformatics, the science of working with biological information (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011; Oldham, 2009). Bioinformatics, including genomics and synthetic biology, has been more than a field in which DNA sequences are compared. Within this sector has emerged a culture of large shared databases, tools and software for collaborative work.

The synergy of the changes in the technologies and culture of working with large datasets discussed in this section have reduced costs and increased capacity in genome sequencing and DNA synthesis. Nevertheless, the direct costs, infrastructure requirements and training will remain significant barriers to those in developing countries (Helmy et al., 2016).

1.2 Interchangeability of material

Bioinformatics has been applied to extracting information from both DNA sequences and the scientific literature (Al-Aamri et al., 2017). These kinds of information can be presented in very different ways, ranging from highly structured to unstructured. They can also be carried by different media, from DNA molecules, to written text, to electronic media. Still, the informational content can be studied using a shared methodology – bioinformatics.

DNA sequence information, in the form of DSI, is transferable between the DNA molecules of organisms, to the media of electronic storage and transmission, and back to molecules of DNA (Boles et al., 2017). These different kinds of material are interchangeable for holding information. Information is thus fungible, allowing value to be created from biological material without access to the biological genetic material in a laboratory, environment or country.

In addition, information may be used in ways that are special to the medium, whether that be electronic or biological. A DNA molecule of a particular nucleotide sequence can be used in ways that an electronic medium of equivalent informational content about the sequence cannot be, and vice versa. The actual or potential value of these two material forms of the same information may vary according to whether it is coupled or uncoupled (“dematerialized”) from biological genetic material.

1.3 What’s next

This report summarizes the findings of the study examining terms associated with DSI to assist policy-makers and others to identify similarities and differences in how different sectors may view what is and is not DSI. Recognizing the existence of divergent views, it was a practical necessity to adopt a working definition of DSI for use in reporting the findings of the study.

This study scoped both current and future uses of DSI on GRFA, with an emphasis on actual or potential contributions to food security and nutrition. In the near and long-term future, the tools and techniques applied to working with information in DNA sequences will be extended to more biological materials than DNA, as well as more forms of DSI which will be used on GRFA the way that either DNA molecules or DNA sequences are now.

The potential implications of the use of DSI on GRFA for the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including exchange, access, and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the use of DSI, are discussed.
Importantly, the use of DSI makes it possible to derive benefit from information about GRFA that can be used in other kinds of organisms or applications, and for information about organisms that are not GRFA to be used on or for the management of GRFA. This report therefore includes study findings of GRFA becoming a source of potential new pharmaceutical or industrial products, which constitute new potential income pathways for farmers.

A future looking analysis at the cutting edge of research in a scientific area runs the risk of appearing speculative, of describing science fiction rather than science. The report is therefore built upon concrete examples in a series of vignettes. The vignettes are not meant to be a comprehensive mapping of DSI on GRFA, but to demonstrate that which is, or nearly is, possible.

The study upon which this report is based was exploratory and scoping. It presents a “big picture” view of DSI on GRFA, not limited to GRFA affected by DSI. The examples used throughout this report illustrate the relevance of DSI to food security and nutrition. Although a sector-by-sector analysis was not requested, examples from all sectors are provided. Sub-sector-focused analysis could be useful in the future to answer more detailed questions about DSI on specific kinds of GRFA. The report of the study does not present comprehensive and fully detailed information due to constraints on length. However, its extensive bibliography will guide those interested in more details.
II. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

DSI has no universally agreed definition. This is reflected in decision XIII/16 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the decision of the Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (CGRFA) to establish a new work stream on DSI. Both decisions note that “there is recognition that there are a multiplicity of terms that have been used in this area (including, inter alia, “genetic sequence data, “genetic sequence information”, “genetic information”, “dematerialized genetic resources”, “in silico utilization” and that further consideration is needed regarding the appropriate term or terms to be used” (paragraph 86 CGRFA, 2017).

How these and related terms are used in the relevant research literature will be described to explore potential implications of the use of DSI on GRFA for the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including exchange, access and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from their use.

2.1 Terminology

2.1.1 Genetic sequence data

Genetic sequence data (GSD) is a term consistent with the nucleotide order in molecules such as DNA. It is also a term used by the World Health Organization (WHO) in its Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) framework. In context, it is clear that WHO is referring to nucleotide and/or amino acid sequences associated with viruses because it recommends that GSD be stored in GenBank or the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID), which do store this kind of information. For example, GenBank is the US National Institutes of Health’s “genetic sequence database, an annotated collection of all publicly available DNA sequences” (GenBank).

2.1.2 Genetic information, genetic material and genomic sequence data

DSI is a term so far rarely found in the scientific literature (Figure 3). The terms GSD, genetic information, genetic material and genomic sequence data are more common. In the scientific literature, genetic information is generally described in material terms. There is a long scientific tradition of calling DNA sequences genetic information or data, such as in the phrases “genetically transmitted information” (Anonymous) or “genetic information in DNA is conveyed by the sequence of its four nucleotide building blocks” (Watson et al., 2014).

Genetic material is sometimes used in the scientific literature as it is used in international instruments such as the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA, Treaty) to mean “any material of plant origin, including reproductive and vegetative propagating material, containing functional units of heredity” (ITPGRFA). More often, it is used to mean DNA, genes or genetic information. In the famous 1953 paper by James Watson and Francis Crick describing the structure of DNA, they equated DNA with genetic material: “It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material” (Watson and Crick, 1953). The equation of subcellular macromolecular structures with the genetic material was made in 1935 by Nobel laureate H.J. Muller referring to structures on the scale of chromosomes (Muller and Prokofyeva, 1935). This terminology remains in common usage today (e.g. Griffiths et al., 2000; Ofir and Sorek, 2017; Stegemann and Bock, 2009).

Different concepts of genetic material probably reflect different terminologies in agricultural and molecular biology sciences. Prior to the consolidation of the hypothesis that DNA could be the material form of the gene, geneticists were restricted to working on material of cellular or larger scales and considered these to be the minimum reproducing unit.

Referring to genetic material as “any material of plant origin, including reproductive and vegetative propagating material, containing functional units of heredity” has a long tradition in management of GRFA, and is consistent with classical applied genetics because the predominant
tool is breeding. The agricultural genetics literature from the 1940s explicitly equated “genetic material” with that which could recreate the plant (seeds or propagules) (Weiss, 1943). In all the cases described above from the molecular biology literature, genetic information had an associated physical, tangible, material. This is consistent with how geneticists view inheritance. In nature, genetic information is routinely exchanged between different media (Annex). The essence of heredity is the transfer of DNA sequence information, not the atoms of the physical molecules of DNA that store the information. A child may contain no atoms from the DNA molecules of his/her grandparents, but he/she inherits their genes. The genetic information in the grandchild has a physical continuity from the grandparents, but not a conservation of molecular material.

The commercial use of information may also take a material view (Mueller, 2003) such as in the following examples of a patent and a Material Transfer Agreement (MTA).

- A patent granted in 2004 claimed any DNA molecule at least 95 percent identical to a specified sequence from the human and GRFA pathogen E. coli, and all computer readable media that contain similar DNA sequences (Dillon et al., 2004). Computer readable media with DNA sequences were equated with DNA molecules of a sequence of nucleotides.  
- An MTA on genomic information that clearly defined data per se as the object of transfer. “A model MTA...defined ‘material’ as ‘the annotated draft assembled rice genome sequence described in [name of the publication] and the medium on which it is provided’ (emphasis added). The MTA also covered modifications (e.g. multiple sequence alignments and/or gene predictions) and unmodified derivatives (‘substances or data created by the recipient which contain/incorporate the material and includes without being limiting replicated forms of the material and all cells, tissues, plants and seed containing/incorporating any part of the material’)” (recounted in Manzella, 2016). It is worth emphasizing that the MTA formally recognized that the genetic information is in a physical – material – form whether it is DNA or instead a medium used by a computer.

2.1.3 Dematerialized genetic resources

Dematerialization of the use of genetic resources was described by the Secretary of the ITPGRFA (Treaty) as “the increasing trend for the information and knowledge content of genetic material to be extracted, processed and exchanged in its own right, detached from the physical exchange of the plant genetic material: value is increasingly created at the level of the processing and use of such information and knowledge” (emphasis added to FAO, 2013).

In paragraph 86 of the CGRFA-16/17/Report (CGRFA, 2017), “dematerialized genetic resources” is included as a term associated with DSI. Dematerialized genetic resources could be what some refer to as intangible genetic resources, or be included in derivative products (Bagley, 2016; Bagley and Rai, 2013; Tvedt and Young, 2007). Intangible when referring to property can mean “information, reputation, and the like” and “is generally characterized as non-physical property where owner’s rights surround control of physical manifestations or tokens of some abstract idea or type” (Moore, 2000).
Intangible genetic resources distinguishes between “invisible” information and “visible” genetic material and as a concept contrasts with materialistic scientific conceptions discussed above, but also from “dematerialized use” where information is a commodity or has a value independent of biological material. As the Secretary said: “Breeding is no longer so focused on plant genetic resources as raw materials” (FAO, 2013). If the focus is only this, then “your Treaty which, even in embryonic form, address the non-material values of genetic resources, such as Article 17, and Articles 13.2a and b, you may, in seven to ten years’ time, find yourself with a static museum of raw materials, rather than a dynamic framework which facilitates and governs the ongoing innovative uses of genetic resources, at the level of their epistemic value, i.e. their information and knowledge values, including characterization data, genomic data, traits and even environmental data” (FAO, 2013). Likewise, in the First Meeting of the Expert Consultation on the Global Information System on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (GLIS), information associated with germplasm was described alongside “value addition activities” (paragraph 6 GLIS, 2015).

The value of the genetic material of seeds is in the biological material that may be used or exchanged. Dematerialization of the use of genetic resources, where value is created at the level of the processing and use of, for example, DNA sequence in databases, is made possible because of the contextual and quantitative information embedded into it. As is discussed in more detail in Chapter III, knowing DNA sequences of the plant genome can be used to identify or design physical and analytic tools (for “markers”) that can “be used to follow the inheritance of linked traits during the breeding cycle, reducing phenotyping requirements” (GLIS, 2015). To sell or use these is not to use the seed. As such, both use and value have been uncoupled from the seed or its exchange, but it nonetheless supports, for example, breeding and conservation outcomes.

As is discussed in more detail in Chapters III and IV, information and knowledge content of genetic material is being gathered on a scale that creates even more opportunities for value. Genome sequences have become the scale of “big data” (Rajan, 2015). Information on genetic resources provides the basis for levels of analysis that would be impossible with smaller data sets. Qualitatively new skills and knowledge emerge from this resource, not all of which require, or must be applied to, biological material.

2.2 Common characteristics of terms

The wide range of terms associated with DSI and discussed above have some characteristics in common. With the possible exception of the term “dematerialized genetic resources”, they all refer to things with the ability to interchange information stored in physical material, such as DNA, with information in silico, that which is used in, for example, electronic media.

The terms differ in breadth of the kinds of information that apply to GRFA. GSD can be used in a way that is more specific than is genetic information which is more specific than in silico utilization and dematerialized use of genetic resources. Setting aside metadata, GSD could mean no more than a series of letters, such as A,G,C,T, representing a sequence of nucleotides in DNA. In practice, however, GSD is always linked to metadata and schemata, which are contextual (Figure 6). They range from such things as sequence orientation to geographic and phenotypic data and are ubiquitous in the databases (Manzella, 2016). For an example of how contextual DSI from biome studies is used in GRFA, see Box II.1. These data also may be used separately from the sequence data.

The terms also have in common that they describe kinds of information that are amenable to study using the same methodologies. The same methodologies can be applied to information in DNA sequences and the scientific literature (Al-Aamri et al., 2017). Bioinformatics is a science of such methods. It is the “organization and analysis of biological and related information, usually involving the use of computers to develop databases, retrieval mechanisms, and data analysis tools, especially in the fields of molecular biology, structural biology, and genetics” (NLM). Synthetic biology is another. It links bioinformatics and biological engineering, from design through to construction.
2.2.1 Beyond DNA

“[I]nstead of asking ‘Which resources are genetic resources?’ we are tempted to ask ‘When is a biological resource not a genetic resource?’ Alas, the answers to this second question have also proven illusive” (Tvedt and Young, 2007).

While some of the terms used seem to be limited to information on DNA, other terms embrace more than DNA. In fact DSI could be understood not to be limited to information on DNA sequences. Instead, DSI could embrace all genetic information in living things. DNA sequence information alone is not always sufficient to characterize diversity or select for desired phenotypes of GRFA (Box II.2). The difference between a desirable trait and its alternative therefore may be identified, stored and transmitted as DSI that is not a DNA sequence.

The over 1,700 databases of DSI in routine use (Table II.1) range in coverage from familiar DNA DSI such as in GenBank to LincSNP, which links single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to disease, LNCediting, a database for functional edits to a specific class of RNA molecules (and which only occur in RNA), RCSB that associates genes and proteins with three-dimensional protein structures, on to BioGRID that lists gene and protein interactions as well as post-translational modifications to proteins and PlaMoM that aids prediction about macromolecules transported in the plant phloem based on stored DSI (Various, 2017). The European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) in the United Kingdom is one of the largest archives of biology data and only 10 percent is DNA sequences (Marx, 2013). All the categories except “Human Genes and Disease” (with just two databases) have content relevant to GRFA.

In the First Meeting of the Expert Consultation on the Global Information System (GLIS) on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, the experts associated “a wide range of different types of data available about PGRFA” including genomics but also beyond DNA sequences, such as phenomics. Relevant expertise of experts appointed to the Scientific Advisory Committee on the GLIS Article 17 included “bioinformatics and molecular genetics; the ‘omics, in particular genomics, phenomics and proteomics; management of environmental and geo-spatial data about plant genetic resources” (Appendix 5 GLIS, 2015).

2.2.2 Codes

Macromolecules, including ones that are not nucleic acids, are increasingly being discussed in the scientific community as possessing forms of genetic information. Those discussions use terms such as epigenetics, epigenome, non-DNA inheritance and prions. A new field being dubbed “code biology” is devoted to the actual or potential characteristics of diverse biological materials to be amenable to bioinformatics-type studies (Barbieri, 2018). How DSI on GRFA is used by scientists now portents a time when DNA itself may not be center stage, or at least must share the stage with many more forms of DSI such as the metabolic, histone, sugar, splicing, tubulin, signaling, ubiquitin and glycomic codes (Barbieri, 2018; Buckeridge, 2018; Gabius, 2018; Marijuán et al., 2018; Prakash and Fournier, 2018).

---

19 The journal provides a Web link to the databases (NAR).
Box II.1. DSI of the rumen biome and its use in management of animal genetic resources.

There are about 200 species of ruminant animals and nine species that are domesticated as livestock, including cattle, buffaloes, sheep, goats, reindeer and camels. The estimated population size is 3.6 billion animals worldwide, with the vast majority in developing countries (Hackmann and Spain, 2010; Steinfeld et al., 2006).

The rumen harbors a complex microbial ecosystem that allows these animals to digest plant material that other animals and humans cannot efficiently use (McSweeney and Mackie, 2012). This is due to the particular mix of microorganisms found in the rumen. These microbial communities break down complex plant polysaccharides that are indigestible or unproductively used by monogastric animals (de Tarso et al., 2016).

The rumen microbiome is a source of metabolic diversity. Knowledge about it can be applied to improve animal health and productivity, lignocellulose digestion and to the mitigation of climate change (Campanaro et al., 2017).

Within the last few years, several significant metagenomic surveys of the rumen microbiome have been completed, creating DSI that is applied to the dual challenges of increasing feed efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Campanaro et al., 2017; Henderson et al., 2015). For example, an end product of anaerobic digestion is methane. Most of the 37 percent of anthropogenic methane comes from fermentation in the rumen of ruminant livestock. Unfortunately, methane is a greenhouse gas with 23 times the global warming potential of CO2. Changes to fermentation efficiency could reduce methane emissions and improve retention of feed energy for the animal (Gerber et al., 2013; Henderson et al., 2015).

In one study, rumen microbiomes were surveyed from 742 animals from seven different global regions (Henderson et al., 2015). The diversity of the rumen microbiome was surprisingly consistent. Differences were in the ratio of the sizes of the populations of different species, and in which species had the largest populations. The most important determinant of these differences was diet because the majority of microorganisms in the rumen ferment the most feed (Henderson et al., 2015).

Diet drove the demographics of the microbial community and the greatest variation was among the bacteria in the microbial community of the rumen. Many rumen bacteria are known only through genomic DNA sequences. However, DSI from harvested DNA sequences could still be used to predict the metabolic phenotypes of the microbes, not just infer the potential from a description of the microbial species. Parenthetically, this study is an example of both the value of DSI for metagenomic analyses and international collaborations resulting in the release of DSI on GRFA from both developing and developed countries.

In a complementary “genome-centric metagenomics” approach to surveying different ruminants on different diets, another study extracted rumen fluid (containing the microbiome) and fed cultures of the same microbiome different diets. Metabolic pathways were constructed based on detected genes from the metagenomic sequencing because they differed depending on the polysaccharide/protein composition of the experimentally varied diets (Campanaro et al., 2017).

The two different methodologies used by these studies identified the key microbes contributing to methane production. Such knowledge might lead to manipulations of the metabolome of the rumen or diets of livestock for improved management of animal genetic resources.
Box II.2. DSI contributes to identifying link between genotype and phenotype.

The genotype and the environment determine the phenotype. Over time, the environment, including anthropogenic influences through breeding, may select and amplify genetic differences between populations (Boggess et al., 2013). However, the environment influences phenotype in more ways than just allelic variation. For example, different environments can result variations in the proteins produced from the same gene. The protein diversity of a single genome relative to the number of genes “can be considered to increase 5-fold by considering all [the RNA] splice forms per protein. When the ~300 [post-translational modifications] are considered the number of distinct protein chains rises to around greater than 500,000. On top of this precise proteolytic processing can convert the parent chain to two or more stable daughter chains giving rise to up to potentially 1,000,000 protein chains” (Overall, 2014).

Critically, “understanding the genetic sequence alone does not provide this information” (emphasis added to Overall, 2014). Not all traits can be identified from DNA (or more broadly genome) sequences. That is one reason why DSI on GRFA is not just DNA databases.

Functional omics is changing breeding of GRFA from the traditional approach of crossing desired phenotypes to concentrate desired genetic traits, to the use of full phenotype and genotype DSI to predict the “phenotype from a known genotype (genomics) and a full accounting of all environmental effects. This is the approach that will eventually provide an extraordinary improvement in animal and plant production systems, but is predicated on a comprehensive understanding of biological proteomics and metabolomics” (Boggess et al., 2013).

With the help of DSI, phenotypic detail at the omics level is accessed. Using omics DSI informs searches for genes or consortia of genes that provide a particular phenotype. Derived DNA sequences can be used as a tool for breeding, such as when the sequences are used in MAS to enrich for particular genes. Phenotype DSI can be used to synthesize a genome that produces the desired phenotype, or to edit a genome to create the phenotype. Through such uses of DSI, DNA becomes the product, rather than the source, of the information that produces value from a genetic resource. For example:

- Researchers interested in finding new proteins that could be used in place of antibiotics found that they could design those proteins from an analysis of proteins with varying degrees of antibacterial activity (Speck-Planche et al., 2016). Proteins with antibacterial activities are made by all organisms, including GRFA, just as they can be used to treat infections in GRFA. The existing proteins were identified through DSI that is annotated DNA sequences or amino acid sequences, or from the scientific literature. The fundamental information necessary was not DNA sequence information, but either inferred or known amino acid sequences. Using bioinformatics approaches, models were built that could predict with high accuracy what sequence of amino acids in a protein would have antibacterial activity against the largest number of pathogens, or be specific to types of pathogens (Speck-Planche et al., 2016). From this information, new genes could be sought in existing DNA databases to find the organisms producing peptides with desired antibacterial activities, or new genes could be synthesized that would correspond to proteins of the desired attributes. The fundamental information necessary to produce value from an antibacterial peptide came from publicly accessible databases, but the products were not just a recreation of already described genes or extracted from an organism taken from a particular environment.

- Not only is the proteome diversity larger than can be predicted from the number of genes in a genome (Wilhelm et al., 2014), but also metabolite diversity is larger than can be predicted from the known number of enzymes (Moriya et al., 2016). This suggests that either enzymes have considerable ‘moonlighting’ activity and engage in more diverse reactions than currently known, or that many unassigned genes encode enzymes not assigned to particular substrate (metabolites).
This inspired researchers to search for DSI that described enzyme-substrate structures, rather than DNA sequences of enzyme genes, because the latter approach requires “functional associations to other identified enzyme genes in the context of pathway or genome information” (Moriya et al., 2016). Using databases such as KEGG, the researchers used whole-structure comparison of substrate–product pairs of metabolites of a pathway to identify the likely features of proteins that would serve as catalysts and then to work from that to identify DNA sequences that are predicted to give rise to such proteins (Moriya et al., 2016).

Where the DNA alone is not explanatory, DSI may reveal epigenetic or epiallelic variations (Fortes and Gallusci, 2017). Epigenes leading to selectable traits can be mapped as epiQTL, in analogy to QTL for genes. EpiQTL have been linked to a large number of important crop traits and stability is important for trueness-to-type in cultivars (see Table 1 in Rodríguez López and Wilkinson, 2015). Where these are due to differences in DNA methylation, specific markers can be developed, in analogy to DNA markers for MAS.

- Genome-wide changes in methylation of DNA nucleotides can occur during micropropagation of clones, resulting in significant phenotypic changes. “For instance, in oil palm, mantled inflorescence syndrome was found to be associated with global changes to C-methylation status during micropropagation, and caused catastrophic reductions in yield among all affected plants and incurred huge costs to the industry” (Rodríguez López and Wilkinson, 2015). Phenotypic variation from changes in epialleles is an important source of diversity even in highly inbred staple crop cultivars, and may contribute more phenotypic plasticity than allelic variation (Rodríguez López and Wilkinson, 2015). Methylation distinguishes epialleles of the gene FIE1 in rice and P1-rr in maize. These genes affect flower phenotypes or pigments in the grain (Rodríguez López and Wilkinson, 2015).

- Tibetan pigs are adapted to the high altitude environment of 4,000+ metres. Adaptation has been linked to various allelic markers (Jin et al., 2018). The Tibetan pig is now also being farmed in low land areas, providing an ideal comparator for identifying epigenetic markers associated with acclimation to relative hyperoxic conditions. The methylation status of genes in the genomes of pigs reared at different elevations was determined using bisulphite DNA sequencing identifying genes related to hypoxia, oxygen transport and energy metabolism associated with significantly different expression levels (Jin et al., 2018).
Table II.1: NAR Database Summary Paper
Category List

| Nucleotide sequence databases          |
| RNA sequence databases                 |
| Protein sequence databases             |
| Structure databases                    |
| Genomics databases (non-vertebrate)    |
| Metabolic and signaling pathways       |
| Human and other vertebrate genomes     |
| Human genes and diseases               |
| Microarray data and other gene expression databases |
| Proteomics resources                   |
| Other molecular biology databases      |
| Organelle databases                    |
| Plant databases                        |
| Immunological databases                |
| Cell biology                           |

2.2.3 Epigenetics

DNA has been used as a synonym of the gene for over a half century. It is proven to be the physical basis of inheritance (Heinemann, 2004). However, there are other materials that also transmit some traits either infectiously or during reproduction, as does DNA. These are referred to as epigenes and they also are the physical basis of inheritance of some traits (Springer and Schmitz, 2017). One kind of epigenetic inheritance is the propagation of differential methylation patterns on DNA.

DNA is composed of four chemically distinct nucleotides, A, G, C and T, and the sequence of these nucleotides is part of what is archived by a genetic sequence database such as GenBank. A common modification of nucleotides is to add a methyl group (CH₃). The addition and removal of methyl groups is associated with functions varying from protecting DNA from the actions of nucleases to effects on gene expression and differentiation of cells in a multicellular organism, all of which might also be the basis of important traits.

Breeding combines and recombines genetic diversity within different genomes represented by changes in the DNA sequence in each gene, but also by changes to the DNA around a gene (sometimes thousands of nucleotides away) and to variations in the chemical modification of nucleotides in a gene, and other ways (Schafer and Nadeau, 2015).

Modification of nucleotides is a dynamic process that may occur multiple times within the life of an individual cell, but may also be stable and in some cases heritable (Tao et al., 2017). Whereas
sequence variants of a gene are called alleles, modification of the same underlying DNA sequence yields multiple variants of the gene, called epialleles (Gallusci et al., 2017). Epiallelic variation also can be the basis of desirable traits that provide value from GRFA (Gallusci et al., 2017; Springer and Schmitz, 2017).

2.2.4 Phenomics

Information from biological systems is also being used to augment, even replace, DNA DSI on GRFA. Genomic DNA studies “will eventually provide an extraordinary improvement in animal and plant production systems, but is predicated on a comprehensive understanding of biological proteomics and metabolomics” (Boggess et al., 2013).

Genotype from DNA sequences from many individuals, breeds and species can be directly compared. Similarities provide information on evolutionary relationships and identify variations in genes that are linked to desirable traits. DSI is as valuable as a tool to indicate what different genomes do not have in common as it is to identify what they do (Remington et al., 2005). Comparing the flightless nocturnal kiwi bird genome to other birds can identify genes that are associated with different traits.

Phenotypes are the characteristics, or traits, of an organism. The correspondence of DNA sequence to phenotypes is not the same for all phenotypes. Simple cases in which a single DNA sequence alone completely determines a phenotype are comparatively easy to document. However, many phenotypes are the outcome of many different genes and some genes influence many different phenotypes. Moreover, phenotypes are the product of both genetics as reflected in DNA sequence and also environmental influences including temperature, altitude, diet, water availability and microbiome.

Phenomics is “the use of large scale approaches to study how genetic instructions from a single gene or the whole genome translate into the full set of phenotypic traits of an organism” (NIFA-NSF, 2011). It draws upon information about gene by environment interactions that are measured using techniques collectively called “omics” technologies (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

Omic technologies can identify the entirety of specific molecules in a tissue, cell or organism (Heinemann et al., 2011). Omics includes genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and even larger groupings. For example, liver and skin cells have very different sets of RNAs (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics) and metabolites (metabolomics), and these differences can vary across time or due to other variables, such as development or stress.

Omic techniques provide useful information but none alone provides a complete picture of an organism. For example, “it is essential to measure protein levels and post-translational protein modifications to reveal information about stress inducible signal perception and transduction, translational activity and induced protein levels” (Ghatak et al., 2017). In addition to the value of phenotypic data, omic DSI can be used to augment breeding of GRFA. “Eventually, these processes will provide more direct insight into stress perception then [sic] genetic markers and might build a complementary basis for future marker-assisted selection of drought resistance” in crops (Ghatak et al., 2017).

The metabolome is the set of metabolic products arising from the sequence of reactions in metabolism. Software platforms using databases such as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), MapMan, KaPPA-view, MetaCyc and MetGenMap facilitate the identification of the associated genes and metabolites by mapping metabolomic data onto metabolic pathways (Abdelrahman et al., 2017). This provides breeders with metabolomic quantitative trait loci (mQTL) markers.

In one application, metabolites from the leaves of 289 distinct young maize lines were used to associate metabolomics and agronomic traits to genomic markers (Riedelsheimer et al., 2012). Genome-wide association mapping linked 26 metabolites with SNPs. The power of the analysis was sufficient to identify plausible candidate genes consistent with the function of the metabolite in maize.
2.3 Conclusion

This chapter provided a summary of views on the terms associated with DSI. Consideration of the terms identifies meanings that might be shared, or at least points to some common illustrative examples of what they mean. Whatever terminology is used to describe DSI, it is important that it be inclusive for the current and potential future uses in the food and agriculture sector to avoid becoming irrelevant.

With inclusivity in mind, this report uses DSI to mean *inter alia* that which could be held by any existing or future database of the types summarized by *Nucleic Acids Research* (Various, 2017) on its website (NAR) and used within the science of bioinformatics.
III. CURRENT STATUS OF BIOTECHNOLOGIES USING DSI IN THE MANAGEMENT OF GRFA AND AGROECOSYSTEMS AND THE TYPES AND EXTENT OF CURRENT USES OF DSI ON GRFA IN BIOTECHNOLOGIES

DSI has many existing and potential future roles in GRFA management and on GRFA used in biotechnologies. Key applications have relevance to the three objectives of the Commission and the Treaty, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of their use.

This chapter briefly discusses the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including microorganisms, fungi, plants and animals. Each section includes at least one substantial vignette that maps an existing or emerging role for DSI to characterization, conservation or sustainable use of GRFA.20

These vignettes are intended to illustrate scientific and commercial uses, drawing from the credible, peer-reviewed and latest scientific literature. That necessarily restricts examples to the past, present or near future. However, it is evident that all the kinds of information described in the previous chapter are being taken from and used on GRFA.

3.1 Characterization

“Scientists can now rapidly read the DNA of an organism—even a plant—anywhere. Researchers at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, have recently reported on their use of a handheld real-time DNA sequencing device that allowed them to identify the various species of an entire field of plants far faster than could be done using previous methods. This was the first time genomic sequencing of plants has been performed in the field. They highlight the new opportunities that real-time nanopore sequencing (RTnS) offers for plant research and conservation” (Palminteri, 2017).

DSI on GRFA is applied to describe and characterize genetic resources. Characterization provides information about organisms and ecosystems that may be used for basic research, identification, monitoring and to draw comparisons with other organisms and ecosystems. Molecular markers, phenomics and bioinformatics are used in the characterization of GRFA (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

Characterization involves the systematic collection of information about genotypes, traits, phenotypes, genetic diversity and distance, population structure and size and geographical distribution (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

Molecular markers are used to identify and track alleles for quantitative traits. When different combinations of alleles of different genes cause different phenotypes, the trait is said to be quantitative. DSI is used to create the tools for following different alleles through breeding. Barcoding is a technology that improves identification particularly of species that are difficult to distinguish between by morphology. Barcoding uses DNA sequences from a gene or genomic location for species identification and discovery (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011). A variation of barcoding is metabarcoding, where an estimate of biological diversity is derived from direct isolation of DNA from a sample, such as a soil sample (Orwin et al., 2018).

DSI has become an important component of breeding by contributing to the rate and accuracy of trait mapping to develop targets for MAS. Moreover, it is important for calculating genomic estimated breeding value (Varshney et al., 2014). It also assists in setting priorities for the GRFA to be conserved.

Vignette III.1.1: DSI from whole genome sequencing for MAS in yam

The white Guinea yam, Dioscorea rotundata, grown in West and Central Africa, is both 96 percent of yam produced globally and an important crop for local food security (Tamiru et al., 2017). A breeding programme for yam could help to reduce their susceptibility to disease and nematodes. Because the yam are usually propagated clonally, as tubers, breeding for these traits

20 It is possible that a vignette could apply to more than one section of the report.
is slow. Further complicating improvement is the high heterozygosity of yam because it makes them not amenable to linkage analysis using the segregating progeny of an F2 generation and recombinant inbred lines.

DSI plays an important role in other approaches to yam breeding and management DSI from whole genome sequencing was used to identify a genetic marker for sex identification that could be used at the seedling stage. The DSI resources underpin MAS in a genomics-assisted breeding programme. “Molecular markers, such as simple sequence repeats (SSRs), indels, and SNPs, can, for the first time, be developed for various applications in Guinea yam, including linkage mapping, genome-wide association analysis, genomic selection, and MAS” (Tamiru et al., 2017). By providing improved tools for breeding, DSI on yams contributes to food security and nutrition of local communities and increases the potential for income from the crop.

Vignette III.1.2: Metabarcoding DSI to characterize microbial ecosystems

Food security and nutrition is improved by healthy soils, which in turn are dependent on soil micro-organisms. Metabarcoding, a high-throughput variation of barcoding using metagenomic or genomic DNA, can be applied to describe the microbial ecosystem on everything from store-packed food (Higgins et al., 2018) to large agroecosystems. While barcoding can be used as a tool for the conservation of species, metabarcoding can be used for conservation of ecosystem functions.

Quantitative microbial community structure descriptions were built from DSI of 16S rRNA DNA profiles of ecosystems dominated by five different uses, natural and planted forest, vineyards and improved and unimproved grasslands in New Zealand (Orwin et al., 2018). Metabarcoding profiles based on nucleotide sequences correlated well with the more traditional tool, phospholipid fatty acid profiles, and as reliable predictors of ecosystem function.

Describing the microbial community helps to identify land uses and diagnose soil functions such as nutrient levels and decomposition rates. For example, soils with higher levels of Acidobacteria may have less drought tolerance than soils with Actinobacteria for those soil functions. Ultimately, DSI built from metabarcoding might help to improve food security and nutrition through either direct supplementation with specific kinds of microbes or amendments that alter the soil microbial community.

Vignette III.1.3: Characterization of epigenetic markers in forestry trees

Forest trees are in general long lived and thus can experience significant environmental variability. Their long generation times make it more difficult to breed them for adaptive traits. This creates special challenges for breeding and management of tree biology and forestry. Fortunately, trees tend to have a high degree of phenotypic plasticity. Understanding the underlying heritable basis for plasticity is a key goal for breeding. “Diverse environmental stresses and hybridization/polyploidization events can create reversible heritable epigenetic marks that can be transmitted to subsequent generations as a form of molecular ‘memory’. Epigenetic changes might also contribute to the ability of plants to colonize or persist in variable environments” (Bräutigam et al., 2013).

DSI of epigenetic markers is important for forestry. An example of an epigenetic marker is DNA methylation of DNA sequences. These markers have been used to demonstrate, among other things, a relationship between response to water deficit and the genes associated with phenotypic plasticity in poplar, an important insight for breeding. A heritable epigenetic marker in eucalyptus has also been linked to phenotypic variation in cellulose content, an important trait for use (Bräutigam et al., 2013).

---

21 Another example is the Ecobiomics Project (CBD, 2018).
3.2 Conservation

Plant and animal genetic resources are needed for food security and nutrition and, for breeds at risk, genetic resources are needed for traditions and cultural values or to satisfy emergent niche markets (CGRFA, 2012). With “75 percent of crop genetic diversity [having] been lost in the past century; 17 percent of the world’s livestock breeds...classified as being at risk of extinction” these resources are under threat (FAO, 2017).

Strategies for conserving genetic diversity include *ex situ*, *ex situ-in vivo*, and *in situ* conservation (CGRFA, 2012, 2014). Effective management of diversity requires that the particular mix of conservation strategies is suited to the objectives, which are specific to the genetic resource (e.g. see Table 1 of CGRFA, 2012). In general, all three strategies must to some degree ensure that relevant organisms are identified and that the population is large enough to hold representative genetic diversity in the collection or environment, the organisms or germplasm are viable, the diversity can be accessed when needed, and information is available and easily disseminated, e.g. by electronic means (CGRFA, 2014).

DSI in the form of species surveys also contributes to species conservation (CBD, 2018). DSI is frequently used for identification of species and for assessing genetic diversity within species. Other tools, such as metabolomics and proteomics, can provide even more detailed assessments of diversity. Diversity measures based on the genome only can miss other heritable differences in diversity, for example by selecting populations that tend to produce a certain kind of proteome. Moreover, those measures exclude epigenetic characterizations. What appear to be similar populations based on DNA sequences may not be equivalent based on epigenetically determined traits (see Box II.2).

*Vignette III.2.1: DSI applied to halting loss of plant GRFA*

DSI contributes to the preservation of genetic diversity, contributing to improved food security and nutrition. Italy’s Cilento region is a UNESCO heritage site protecting the biodiversity at the origin of the Mediterranean diet. Italy is home to several common bean landraces. Some landraces are in danger of extinction. Over 60 percent of the common bean ecotypes have been lost over the last 100 years (Hammer et al., 1996). In order to describe the genetic diversity among landraces, as part of a conservation effort, 12 different Italian landraces were barcoded. Barcodes refer to DNA sequences that are diagnostic of the origin of DNA in a sample. In conservation work, the objective is to use species-specific barcodes to identify all species represented in a sample. Both the tools (i.e. primers) for amplifying diagnostic barcodes from a sample, and the barcode itself, are stored and transmitted as DSI of DNA sequences in databases.

The amplified DNA from the landraces was sequenced and then compared with DSI in international databases (De Luca et al., 2017). The study found that *in situ* conservation by farmers, geographical isolation, and the biology of the bean all contributed to genetic distinctiveness of the landraces. The tools and methods developed in the study are an ongoing resource to help preserve the genetic diversity of the landraces, which are “part of the social history and cultural identity of the communities living in the area”. The study authors concluded that the work “highlighted that conservation of landraces is important not only for the cultural and socio-economic value that they have for local communities, but also because the time and conditions in which they have been selected have led to that genetic distinctiveness that is at the basis of many potential agronomical applications and dietary benefits” (De Luca et al., 2017).

*Vignette III.2.2: DSI applied to halting loss of animal GRFA*

“The increasing availability of genomic tools, accelerated through novel applications and decreasing costs of massively parallel high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies and computational resources, will create new avenues for research in the field of conservation genetics...Moreover, genomic tools can be directly used in wildlife management by helping to diagnose the causes of population declines, for testing the health of managed wildlife populations, and by directly improving the fitness of managed populations through ‘omics assisted breeding’” (Lozier and Zayed, 2017).

DSI contributes to the conservation of threatened species, such as pollinators, contributing to improved food security. Bees provide food as honey and they are essential pollinators for >80
percent of flowering plant species including plant GRFA (López-Uribe et al., 2017). Bees pollinate an estimated one-third of the food we consume and boost agricultural productivity of an estimated two-thirds of crops (Suni et al., 2017). In many environments, bee populations are threatened although the causes are not always known and may be multiple, including habitat destruction, disease and agrochemicals (Lozier and Zayed, 2017).

DSI on bee genomes and microbiomes can contribute to preservation and restoration of bee populations. Whole genome sequences of 11 bee species are already available. This important resource is just a start, however, because there are an estimated 16 000 bee species (Lozier and Zayed, 2017). One application of these sequences is to test the possibility that DNA or RNA-based pesticides (see vignette 4.1.2) could cause off-target acute, chronic or behavioral effects on bees (Lundgren and Duan, 2013). Bioinformatics using DSI helps to inform testing of these pesticides for effects on bees (Mogren and Lundgren, 2017). From a literature survey, 101 small double stranded RNAs that were designed as pesticides because they cause gene silencing in a target pest, were found by bioinformatics analysis potentially capable of binding target RNA molecules in honey bees. Such in silico analysis is insufficient to either prove or disprove the possibility of off-target effect of any dsRNA, which also requires a plausible exposure pathway, but it helps to identify risk hypotheses that can then be further tested (Heinemann et al., 2013).

3.3 Sustainable use of GRFA

Global food security depends on the ability to produce a nutritious food supply without depleting the ecological resources upon which it relies. Genetic resources in food and agriculture are under increasing demands to feed more people on less land, or in warming oceans. The means of production are challenged by natural disasters and the increasing intensity of weather events due to climate change.

Sustainable agriculture is dependent on sustainable development and biodiversity. This is recognized in the Sustainable Development Goals such as 2 on food security and sustainable agriculture, 14 on life below water, 15 on life on land, as well as 12 on sustainable consumption and production (FAO, 2017). Agriculture is not just a way to produce food, but also a way to practice in situ conservation, improve child health and gender equality (Taberlet et al., 2008; UNEP/UNCTAD, 2008). Some 2.6 billion people worldwide are directly engaged in agriculture, and in developing countries 30–60 percent of all livelihoods come from agricultural and allied activities (IAASTD, 2009).

DSI contributes to these broad goals of sustainable use. It is used in reproductive biotechnologies such as sperm and embryo sexing in animals, disease diagnostics and control (e.g. vaccine development), chromosome set manipulation, tissue culture, MAS, and genetic engineering, among others (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011). DSI is developed to track the movement of genes between domesticated and wild populations of GRFA. For example, movement from domesticated to wild species might endanger small wild populations if it caused outbreeding depression (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

DSI is used to discover and design new pesticides, biofertilizers and probiotics (Lidder and Sonnino, 2011).

Furthermore, sustainable use has economic dimensions. Farmers need adequate returns from their products. Certification and traceability add value to agriculture by meeting consumer demands. DSI is used to meet certification and traceability standards, as well as to ensure compliance with some food safety standards.

Vignette III.3.1: Landscape genomics DSI used in animal GRFA breeding

Improvements to GRFA through breeding contribute to food security and nutrition. The use of defined markers can help to accelerate breeding programmes by enabling the identification of desired traits even before they are evident by observation (Figure 7). For example, sequences from the chromosomes linked to improved performance of cereal crops under drought conditions (e.g. seedling establishment, root vigor, or transpiration efficiency) have been identified
(Richards et al., 2010) as has a marker for resistance determinants to stem rust in wheat (Periyannan et al., 2014). Using DSI, variants in alleles of genes can be used to select individuals with desired combinations.

SNP analysis is a tool that uses DSI (Box 2). A SNP is the position in a genome where a single nucleotide (A, G, C or T) differs between two genomes, with one usually being a reference genome (Yang et al., 2013). Up to 90 percent of the differences between genomes within the same species are SNPs (Koopae and Koshkoiyeh, 2014). The different versions of the DNA sequence are called alleles. Each genome can contain thousands of SNPs that can be used as physical markers for breeding and conservation of species. SNPs can be identified using DSI in specialist databases, such as LincSNP (Various, 2017).

SNPs are used in, for example, dairy cattle to predict performance (yield, milk protein content, fertility) in different environments (e.g. high altitude, heat, humidity) to choose individuals that will perform best (predict how offspring will perform in a different environment based on SNPs, e.g. bull from Europe, offspring in Australia) (Haile-Mariam et al.). A library of at least 10,000 SNPs is generally required for genomics analysis of livestock (Woolliams and Oldenbroek, 2017).

The distribution of SNPs in genomes is used to infer relatedness between individuals. In conservation of endangered species, whether natural populations or livestock breeds, SNP data can be used to choose the most appropriate (usually least related) individuals for breeding programmes to ensure the highest possible genetic diversity in the population.

SNPs contribute to landscape genomics which examines the order of genes in genomes, which genes belong to the same neighborhoods, how often this is true in a species and between species and finally links such data to phenotypes (Brbić et al., 2016). Landscape genomics can also be used to detect selection signatures. Landscape genomics is a promising approach for optimizing genetic potential by adapting breeding stock to locations. The alternative approach, to optimize traits under a defined set of conditions, fails when those conditions cannot be recreated where the livestock are raised.

Researchers have used SNPs, geographical data and information about production systems to describe indigenous goat populations in South Africa (Mdladla et al., 2017). “Adaptation of animal genotypes to the environment is central to the coping of local livestock populations to changing climatic and production objectives and is a key parameter to use in conservation and improvement programs” (Mdladla et al., 2017) and therefore to food security and nutrition.

Landscape genomics studies on goat populations validate other approaches to identifying breeds of unique genetic character and potential value. The combination of lower costs to generating relevant DSI for such studies and the diversity of traits represented by locally adapted animal populations could produce important gains for marginalized farmers in less developed countries (Mdladla et al., 2017).

The field of landscape genomics illustrates well how local climate and topography data must be combined with DNA sequence data to extract greater value from a genetic resource. The actual or potential value of some forms of DSI cannot be realized if disconnected from other forms of DSI.

In another application of landscape genomics, the genomes of five indigenous African cattle were sequenced (Kim et al., 2017). These cattle breeds are spread across highly different agroecological zones. Because of this, the place in which the cattle live can have a significant effect on their genes over time. If a quantitative trait such as greater heat tolerance or tick resistance is desired, those traits are more likely to be revealed through comparisons of genomes of cattle adapted to environments that significantly differ in temperature and types of pests.

“African cattle populations represent a unique genetic resource for the understanding of the role of natural and artificial selection in the shaping of the functional diversity of a ruminant species. Moreover, unravelling their genome diversity may provide new insights into the genetic mechanisms underlying their adaptation to various agro-ecosystems” (Kim et al., 2017).
The sample size was far from exhaustive as an examination of cattle genetic resources in Africa – with an estimated 150 breeds on the continent – but sufficient to demonstrate Africa-specific adaptations. Geography-genome patterns were identified that likely associate quantitative trait loci (QTL) of populations of cattle more tolerant of heat and other aspects of the climate and local diseases, among other things.

**Vignette III.3.2: Epigenome DSI used in plant and animal GRFA breeding**

A study of three pig breeds, the western Landrace and Tibetan and Rongchang Chinese breeds, investigated differences in the pattern of adipose tissue deposition (Li, 2012). These traits are important for breeding livestock that produce the most desirable meat at the lowest resource input. The study revealed that the fat distribution pattern was an epigenetic trait arising from the pattern of methylated nucleotides in around 100 genes in each of 44 groups from eight adipose tissues.

Variations in the epigenome may be environmentally induced or part of the developmental pattern of the organism (Springer and Schmitz, 2017). For example, the frequency of methylation on cytosine (C) nucleotides varied more between leaves of the same inflorescence on the shrub of *Lavandula latifolia*, grown commercially for production of essential oil for aromatherapy and fragrance and also for honey production and horticultural value, than they did on average between individual shrubs (Alonso et al., 2017). The size and number of seeds produced by the leaves in an inflorescence was correlated with environmentally influenced sectorial methylation levels.

A methylation pattern may be propagated in two different ways. One is where the pattern persists through gametogenesis, as in imprinting (Li et al., 1993), and, at least in plants, the other is where the organism may be propagated clonally, as through cuttings (Springer and Schmitz, 2017).

In addition to modification of DNA, the proteins that bind to chromosomes and control their structure, called histones, are also chemically modified. This variation in modification of the histones influences how tightly packed a chromosome is in different regions, further modulating the expression of genes in that region (Strzyz, 2017). Histone modifications vary over time and by type of cell, but can also be heritable and are thus part of how different cells in a multicellular organism differentiate to create different tissues and organs. Histone modifications have been called the histone code (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Prakash and Fournier, 2018; Rando, 2012).

A recent patent emphasizes the commercial importance of epialleles of epigenetic traits in GRFA. The primary claim of the patent is to provide a method to maintain in crop plants commercially important epigenetic traits through breeding. The patent distinguishes not between plants with different DNA sequences in their genomes, but different epialleles of DNA identical genes. The agronomic performance is dependent on the stable inheritance of the epigenetic marker (Fromm, 2017).

As has been highlighted elsewhere in this report, DSI is stored with a suite of contextual information (i.e. metadata and schemata) that makes the representations useful. Increasingly, contextual information includes epigenetic markers such as DNA and histone modifications because they are the basis of traits with actual or potential value. Databases specializing in methylated nucleotide patterns include MethDB for DNA and MeT-DB for RNA methylation (NAR). Databases providing DSI on histones and modifications include CR Cistrome, HHMD, Histome, Histone Database, and WERAM (NAR).

**Vignette III.3.3: Microbial metagenomic and metabolomic DSI used in food safety**

Food security is dependent upon access to food that is safe to eat. DSI can and will more frequently be used to ensure food safety. For example, metagenomic and metabolomic DSI contributes to technologies and approaches limiting spoilage.

The DNA in a sample of microbial communities found on various retail foods is converted into DNA sequence to develop a metagenomic profile (Higgins et al., 2018). DSI generated from the DNA sequences can be used to identify specific potential metabolic activities or link species
identification with known species-specific traits, or to identify pathogens (King et al., 2017). The type of communities on food varied depending not just on product, but the socio-economic status of the neighborhood. The information has the potential to improve food safety by identifying and controlling risks at the local level. The data was used to predict the range of microbial metabolic activities, finding a predicted 761 on lettuce and 710 on deli meat (Higgins et al., 2018). This information reflected what nutrients were available to the microbes and what they would produce, helping to predict the likelihood of spoilage.

Metagenomics-generated genome DNA sequences can be coupled with transcriptomics (sequencing all RNA molecules) or proteomics (identifying all proteins) on food samples to describe the physiological state of the community, further increasing confidence in the association between a species’ identified genome and its predicted metabolism (King et al., 2017).

When combined over time or geography, or by industry, these types of local analyses contribute to “big data” sets. Trends or other diagnostic indicators of causes to either threats to food safety or opportunities for improvements may be identified.

Vignette III.3.4: DSI on microbes applied to the utilization of GRFA

“In several industrialized countries, public health agencies and regulatory bodies [e.g. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Public Health England, European Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)] are now using WGS [whole genome sequencing] routinely to characterize clinical isolates of selected foodborne pathogens and to support epidemiological investigations” (emphasis added to Rantsiou et al., in press).

Food security and sustainable income for farmers are dependent on confidence of access to safe food. A significant challenge comes from post-harvest loss due to contamination by microbes that can be human pathogens. DSI generated from whole genome sequencing of foodborne pathogens is used in surveillance programmes. WGS is replacing older technologies and approaches to monitoring foodborne pathogens (Rantsiou et al., in press).

Dedicated databases such as GenomeTrakr in the United States of America and the ECDC in the European Union help to link outbreaks with the food or environmental source of the pathogens (Rantsiou et al., in press). The databases will also be able to identify genes that contribute to antibiotic resistance or virulence, and thus help to inform medical responses.

Vignette III.3.5: DSI for plant and animal GRFA health

Food security and use of GRFA is dependent upon the health and vigor of GRFA. Infectious diseases that are important in horticulture and animal husbandry can have multiple effects on GRFA. They can threaten entire industries; such was the worry when Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae was found on New Zealand’s kiwifruit vines in 2010 (McCann et al., 2013). They can threaten trade such as the foot and mouth outbreak in the United Kingdom in 2001 (Knight-Jones and Rushton, 2013).

Finally, they can be the source of pathogens that transfer to people, such as influenza from birds and swine (WHO, 2016). This is not only an important consideration for human health, but carries the risk of reputational damage as illustrated by the concerns surrounding bovine spongiform encephalopathy in cattle from the United Kingdom in the 1990s (Hope, 1995).

Importantly, pathogens are an important resource for the design and manufacture of medicines such as vaccines. For example, instead of sending seed influenza viruses to different countries for large-scale vaccine manufacture, they can now be synthesized on location using transmitted DSI and amplified for vaccine manufacture (Donner, 2013). Vaccines could be made available weeks or months earlier.

Other important veterinary and medical responses also can be expedited using DSI. Epidemiology of antibiotic resistant bacteria through genotyping of strains can provide good predictions of which drugs the pathogen will still respond to and, even if they have some resistance, how much drug should be used (Burnham et al., 2017; Carrico et al., 2013). The
database Resfinder is dedicated to identifying genes or gene variants that occur in resistant bacteria (ResFinder). Bacteria can travel quickly through both wild and domesticated animals or infected plant material, and they do not respect political borders. The collection and sharing of DNA sequences from such pathogens for the primary purpose of informing diagnosis and therapy, thus containing outbreaks as early as possible using the minimum amount of antibiotic, is an example of DSI providing shared benefits.

**Vignette III.3.6: DSI for product certification, labeling and traceability**

Sustainable use of GRFA is dependent upon access to markets and consumer confidence in supply. Many consumers participate in food systems through product labeling and certification schemes (Clarke, 2010). Their choices help shape industry and government priorities. Product labeling verification using DSI can both be used for traceability (Sultana et al., 2018) and compliance with laws that promote the conservation and sustainable use of genetic resources. Fish fillets traded in one Italian market were found to be mislabeled 32 percent of the time, and sometimes species of high conservation value were substituted for those listed on the label (Filonzi et al., 2010). In another market, products were mislabeled 82 percent of the time and substitutions included threatened species (Di Pinto et al., 2015).

“The study also highlighted that threatened, Vulnerable (VU), Endangered (EN) and Critically Endangered (CR) species considered to be facing a high risk of extinction has been used in the place of commercial species…Additionally, traceability may improve the management of hazards related to fish safety, as well as guaranteeing product authenticity, providing reliable information to customers, enhancing supply-side management and improving product quality and sustainability” (Di Pinto et al., 2015).

**Vignette III.3.7: DSI for generating new products from GRFA**

New products from GRFA increase both income security and the financial sustainability of farmers. DSI is a critical element in new product development. The world food system is estimated to be worth USD4 trillion (Chaudhry and Castle, 2011). Income-generating activities in this market include reducing food production and post-production waste. Along these lines, nanotechnologies are expected to contribute new products to the food system relevant to production (e.g. agrichemicals and feed additives), processing, safety (e.g. detoxification), preservation (e.g. antimicrobials in packaging), taste, absorption of nutrients, and labels for traceability and authenticity (Chaudhry and Castle, 2011; Chen and Yada, 2011). The value contribution of nanotechnology to food packaging alone is estimated to exceed USD20 billion, up from the 2006 value of only USD4 million (Chaudhry and Castle, 2011).

Bionanotechnologies may also provide new income from waste products. One source of new products is animal blood as a source of proteins and new bioactive compounds (Bah et al., 2013). Presently, blood is collected at abattoirs at a rate of 4–7 percent of carcass lean meat. It is a high volume material but is mainly sold as low-value animal food or fertilizer, or incurs a cost for disposal.

New uses of blood would be an income for farmers. Blood carries high concentrations of the protein hemoglobin. Thus, new applications for this protein could create a new value chain for a by-product. Amyloid fibrils with useful bionanotechnology qualities can be made from hemoglobin (Jayawardena et al., 2017).

DSI can be used to predict whether a protein will form an amyloid fibril. Under the right conditions, all proteins denature and may refold as aggregates (Knowles and Buehler, 2011). One form of aggregate is an amyloid fibril. Fibrils may be used to form nanowires.

Linking a small domain of one protein that can form amyloid fibrils to another protein is often sufficient to cause the second protein to also form amyloid fibrils. Knowledge of the amino acid sequence of that fibril-forming domain was used to make a variant of the metalloprotein rubredoxin which then spontaneously assembled into an electricity conducting nanowire (Altamura et al., 2017).
Some proteins that form amyloid fibrils also are prions, proteins that behave like genetic material performing information storage and transfer functions (Chernoff, 2004; King and Díaz-Avalos, 2004; Knowles and Buehler, 2011; Wickner et al., 2004). The domains of the proteins that confer this ability are predicted using sophisticated models trained on DSI (Toombs et al., 2012), and thus may be identified in DSI or modified from the DSI of existing genetic resources (Antonets and Nizhnikov, 2017). This is useful both because some prions are associated with neurodegenerative diseases in people and animals, including livestock (e.g. ‘Mad Cow Disease’) and because proteins forming these nanostructures may be grown as potentially valuable nanofibers.

Amyloids have a number of exploitable properties, ranging from a biological matrix for surface adhesion to catalytic scaffolds as well as adhesives and structures for the storage of peptide hormones, and as a genetic material (Knowles and Buehler, 2011). These properties can be used to construct nanotubes through which a nanowire can form, or to construct biosensors and drug delivery media (Hamada et al., 2004; Hauser et al., 2014).

### 3.4 Conclusion

DSI may be used in various ways to support conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, promoting food security and nutrition. In priority areas of breeding, DSI is being used to associate desired phenotypes with genotypes that then might be amplified or improved through breeding. It is also being used to identify and then select genotypes that are likely to display desired phenotypes. These uses are complementary and may be combined.

DNA information is becoming as important for the discovery of new traits and biological functions and genes as are observable phenotypes. The CRISPR/cas9 system of bacteria, which now is the basis of a powerful tool for gene editing, was discovered first as an unexplained feature in genomic DNA sequences (Marraffini and Sontheimer, 2010). Only later were these sequence features linked to traits.

The examples show that DSI other than strictly DNA sequence information (and associated metadata) are also used for the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA. In some cases, DNA sequence information alone would not be enough to achieve the same outcome. For example, having whole genome sequences from indigenous African cattle would not identify putative quantitative trait loci associated with heat tolerance. Only when combined with meteorological and other kinds of data is it possible to identify relevant genes and desirable alleles. Likewise, it might be possible one day to use metabolomic data to characterize ecosystem function, or to reconstruct that function.
IV. WHAT ROLE DOES DSI HAVE IN RESEARCH AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND GRFA MANAGEMENT?

DSI has predominantly but not exclusively been a descriptive tool used in the biotechnologies of characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA. For example, genomic DNA is sequenced and the sequences are used to help select genomes with alleles of genes that are associated with desired phenotypes (Figure 7). DSI is taking an ever increasingly active role in management and manufacture of GRFA. In this evolving role, DSI will augment capacity in GRFA management but also significantly increase potential for uses that could cause harm.

The shift in the value of DSI is increasingly uncoupled from a source biological material. This is in part due to the degree of independent specialization among those who use DSI or supply analyses based on DSI, and to the way technologies use DSI.

4.1 DSI in the management of GRFA

DSI from both GRFA and organisms that are not GRFA can be used to improve food security and nutrition. As discussed previously, DSI is used in comparative genomics drawing from non-GRFA organisms to associate traits with genes, and alleles with QTL. Organisms that are not GRFA are also important to optimize food production, limit waste and maximize farmer income.

Vignette IV.1.1: Microbiome DSI applied to quantitative traits of plant and animal GRFA

“‘We’re all of a sudden having tools to study entire communities rather than single microbes,’ says Maggie Wagner, a plant biologist at North Carolina State University. Cheap sequencing means it’s much easier to go out prospecting and cataloguing microbes. That’s exactly what Indigo has spent the past several years doing. With its network of collaborators, the company has collected microbes from plants all around the world” (Zhang, 2016).

Microorganisms comprise the greatest biological and genetic diversity as well as numbers on the planet, and have done so far longer than any other kind of organism (Lau et al., 2017). These organisms are not only a source of nutrients such as from fermented foods, but underpin all agricultural productivity. Soil can harbor thousands of different species of microbes in every gram and soil environments are among the most complex (Fierer, 2017; Lau et al., 2017). Many of the microorganisms are only known through DSI, because they cannot be grown in the laboratory.

DSI from both metagenomics and molecules that are not nucleic acids (Orwin et al., 2018) sourced from soil can inform farmers about soil functionality and its limits, possibly leading to customized management advice or products including supplements and probiotics. Alternatively, microorganisms might be harnessed as bio-reporters to monitor soil conditions or processes that would otherwise be difficult or expensive to monitor (Fierer, 2017). Soil microbes interact with plants and animals, and have demonstrated the potential through this interactions to mitigate effects of climate change (Lau et al., 2017).

A microbiome may be unique to each organism or species and so then, within limits, microbiomes might be important for influencing how each responds to diet or even affects reproduction. Thus, DSI generated from characterization of the microbiome is the basis for optimizing food production and increasing food security and nutrition. Microbiomes may form specifically around different genetic variants (Chu, 2017; Luca et al., 2018). In the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, a male’s microbiome influences fecundity, and has other trans-generational effects, and thus provides a mechanism for how the microbiome and genome could co-evolve (Morimoto et al., 2017).

Gene-by-microbiome interactions could be improved through breeding just as are quantitative trait loci. Metagenomic surveys of plant root biomes are intended to identify gene-by-microbiome interactions to determine how microbial consortia interact with individual plants to increase yields, and reduce the impacts of abiotic stress and disease (Busby et al., 2017; Mauchline and Malone, 2017). Likewise, the microbiome of the rumen in ruminant livestock is a
target of manipulation to lower methane gas emissions and assist in efforts to combat climate change (Tapio et al., 2017). Metagenomes of ruminants can be combined with animal genetics to help to reduce methane emissions and contribute to climate change mitigation.

**Vignette IV.1.2: DSI for pest management**

Weeds, insects and disease have significant impacts on pre-harvest crop losses (Popp et al., 2013). Weeds can lower the nutritional value of the crop or introduce undesirable toxins or allergens and insects can also help spread infections from bacteria and fungi (Heinemann, 2007). DSI from genomic and metagenomic profiles is being used to design DNA or RNA pesticides (Sammons et al., 2015b; Tuttle and Woodfin, 2014). These pesticides are often referred to as types of “Biologicals” or “Agricultural Biologicals” to distinguish them from synthetic chemical pesticidal active ingredients. The in vitro produced nucleic acids are introduced into cells of pests using chemicals that lower the barriers to uptake of nucleic acids (Shaner and Beckie, 2013; Tuttle and Woodfin, 2014).

The new pesticides could be much less toxic to humans and damaging to the environment because the active ingredient specifically targets a complementary RNA or DNA sequence in the cells of the intended target, and may not cause such an interaction in organisms of other species (see vignette 3.2.2). In the case of RNA-pesticides, the small RNA molecule may be used to cause silencing of a critical gene, as in RNA interference (Heinemann et al., 2013), or similarly to a gene drive system as a guide to attack the DNA of the target pest (NCB, 2016).

To achieve this specificity, the base order of nucleic acid active ingredient is synthesized according to the expected DNA or RNA sequence derived from the genomes of the pest species. In other words, the active ingredient molecule(s) is made using DSI.

Biologicals show promise as herbicides and insecticides (Sammons et al., 2015b; San Miguel and Scott, 2016; Van et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2014). With real time monitoring, these pesticides could be further refined to work more effectively with local variants of pests, and to counter the evolution of resistance. Future advances may also see them developed to target mammalian pests or as livestock therapeutics, including prophylactically changing susceptibility to pathogens (NCB, 2016).

The use of RNA or DNA-based pesticides could also be linked to different technologies. Presently, herbicides based on RNA active ingredients are being developed to silence the genes that make weeds resistant to a chemical-based herbicide (Sammons et al., 2015b). The RNA molecule makes the weed susceptible again, and the chemical-based herbicide kills the weed. Together, the two active ingredients restore the effectiveness of the chemical-based ingredient.

It might be possible to also genetically engineer crops with particular alleles of resistance genes (e.g. transgenes) sold together with the herbicidal combinations of RNA active ingredients and chemical herbicide to which they are immune, but would be toxic to both weeds or to crop plants raised from other genetically modified herbicide-resistant germplasm (Ader et al., 2011; Navarro, 2014; Sammons et al., 2015a).

### 4.2 DSI in synthetic biology applied to GRFA

In general terms, synthetic biology is the field of science where biological function is fabricated and may be applied at a manufacturing or environmental scale (Piaggio et al., 2017). DSI is used to both discover molecules with the desired biological functions or to design and manufacture

---

22 This is aspirational and controversial. See: (FIFRA, 2014; Heinemann et al., 2013)

23 “Transgenic crops with one or more herbicide tolerances may need specialized methods of management to control weeds and volunteer crop plants. The method enables the targeting of a transgene for herbicide tolerance to permit the treated plants to become sensitive to the herbicide. For example, an EPSPS DNA contained in a transgenic crop event can be a target for trigger molecules in order to render the transgenic crop sensitive to application of the corresponding glyphosate containing herbicide” (Ader et al., 2011).
them. The complete in vitro synthesis of a genome that was designed to be the minimum necessary to support viability of a cellular organism and its reproduction profoundly demonstrated how synthetic biology can be used (Gibson, 2014). Future applications range from manufacturing biofuels and food (Hayden, 2014) to ecosystem management through to gene drive systems (Piaggio et al., 2017).

Synthetic biology goes beyond creating just a new substrate-enzyme pair and encompasses “building, modeling, designing and fabricating novel biological systems using customized gene components that result in artificially created genetic circuitry” (Tyagi et al., 2016). The fabricated genetic components therefore do not have to be copies of existing biological materials, such as existing alleles of genes, or even produce existing proteins. Indeed, synthetic genomes are being built using an altered genetic code allowing incorporation of novel amino acids into synthetic proteins (Chin, 2017). The fabricated genes, however, are designed based on observation of the natural world including its genetic diversity inspiring human-engineered combinations.

The goal of some synthetic biology work is to be able to predict multi-component interactions that are stable through reproduction. Synthetic biology can use multi-component, heritable interactions to build biological computers (Abels and Khisamutdinov, 2015). DNA, for example, can be the means of computation and environmental sensor (Sainz de Murieta and Rodríguez-Patón, 2012) where the computer could be placed inside genetic resources (The Economist, 2012).

Switches, especially those with switch state memory, are important for the developing field of biological computing. Describing those switches can yield new information about component function (Haynes et al., 2008). Switch state memory can be used as a tool for monitoring an environment to improve productivity and quality of crops, livestock, forestry and fisheries, and to maintain healthy populations of wild species.

Switches can take different forms. A simple switch with memory is achieved with an invertible DNA sequence (Haynes et al., 2008). More complicated switches arise from alternative heritable physiological states (Kotula et al., 2014). Paradigm examples of bi-stable transcription state switches are the lac operon switch state inheritance (Novick and Weiner, 1957) and the bacterial virus λ lifecycle decision switch (Ptashne et al., 1982).

Some examples exist of engineered switches (Khalil and Collins, 2010). The virus λ epigenetic switch has been used in context to amplify a biological signal (Heinemann, 1999). More recently, it was engineered to develop bacteria that served as environmental sensors with relevance to management of GRFA. In E. coli the engineered switch was set to detect low levels of antibiotic when passing through a mouse gastrointestinal system, but which could easily be applied to livestock. Bacteria that had sensed the antibiotic remained in a stable epigenetic state distinguishable from the pre-exposure state for up to five days (Kotula et al., 2014).

4.3 DSI can have value separate from biological genetic material

“23andMe has managed to amass a collection of DNA information about 1.2 million people, which last year began to prove its value when the company revealed it had sold access to the data to more than 13 drug companies. One, Genentech, anted up USD10 million for a look at the genes of people with Parkinson’s disease. That means 23andMe is monetizing DNA rather the way Facebook makes money from our ‘likes’” (Regalado, 2016).

Big data is a term about the scale of data, but also the scale of data that is difficult to use. Structured data are the easiest form of data to analyze. Unstructured data, for example, text heavy, pictures or inconsistent formats, and omics, is common in many complex agricultural systems.

---

24 Gene drive systems are being developed in tested in many different kinds of organisms, including mammals. The controversial systems are discussed for use as pest and predator control (Esvelt and Gemmell, 2017; Neves and Druml, 2017).
Big data platforms shift the use of data from analytics to prediction, where patterns in the data inform new questions rather than questions that are answered by finding patterns in the data. There are many potential uses of the information separate from the source (or destination) GRFA and therefore potential new value chains. Already, these approaches are being used to find lead drug candidates based on *in silico* screens, that is, uncoupled from screening using enzymes or tissue cultures. A candidate cystic fibrosis therapeutic specific to patients with a SNP in their cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein was identified from over 500,000 compounds using only computers (Costa, 2014).

The utility and availability of DSI might decrease the need to exchange GRFA for some uses. For example, biochemists looking for a particular substrate-enzyme pair will have reduced need to access biological material from which to extract enzymes. However, they may increase their demand for biological material that is currently under represented in databases, such as biomes of deep sea sulfur vents. It would be premature to conclude that as DSI grows in relevance, biological materials will decrease in relevance or be used less.

What the actual future balance is between using DSI or biological material will also be influenced by cost and convenience where the uses are substitutable. Interest in a research project or product development might be influenced *a priori* depending on perceptions of cost and convenience. Thus, the balance between DSI and biological material could in part be determined by how many scientists choose questions that are specialist to one or other resource.

Different entrepreneurial opportunities emerge when data collection is distributed, because of the scale of data that can be collected and the value that may be extracted from such collections. As the technologies of miniaturization improve and costs decline, collecting DSI likely will become more distributed, as has happened with access to mobile phones and the Internet and is happening with human genome sequencing (Contreras and Deshmukh, 2017). Retail consumer goods, phone “apps” and Internet e-mail providers either provide discounts or free services in exchange for monitoring consumer behavior. Analyzing the behavior of individuals produces custom advertising, maximizing consumer willingness to spend; analyzing the behavior of groups of people has even more diverse benefits.

Collection and collation of microbiomes of livestock to soil ecosystems and waterways could soon be possible as machines capable of real time metagenome profiling are developed. Sequencers the size of a mobile phone and powered by a USB slot in a computer have been available for several years, prompting predictions that “sequencers will become like telescopes: a formerly boutique scientific instrument that you can now buy from a toy store” (Yong, 2016).

In-field real time pathogen diagnosis for livestock and plant diseases could improve treatment outcomes and provide epidemiological data for country-wide surveillance of GRFA. A credit card-size cartridge holding a microfluidic chip that couples with a mobile phone for imaging has been developed to detect target DNA sequences in samples taken from animals (Chen *et al.*, 2017). The prototype was used to detect pathogens that cause equine respiratory infections to demonstrate its general use by veterinarians monitoring livestock. The prototype could monitor for eight different pathogen-specific DNA sequences simultaneously, and thus will detect multiple causative agents if present in a sick animal. Its detection limits were reportedly as good as commercially available laboratory-based equipment (Chen *et al.*, 2017).

These technologies could also have various law enforcement uses. They could be used to monitor infringement of intellectual property rights on crops and livestock, find raided livestock or verify product label information.

### 4.4 Conclusion

DSI can and is being used disconnected from biological material to support conservation and sustainable use of GRFA. In some cases, the value comes from re-coupling the DSI with biological material, such as in the use of metagenomics to identify probiotic bacteria to add as soil amendments. The inability to detect a species of bacteria in soil might be the trigger for
seeking a probiotic amendment, or to add a nutrient that could amplify the species from undetectable to biologically relevant levels.

In other cases, value is created from DSI without using biological material (Sonka, 2014). An example of this was the invention of a device that used DSI to detect horse pathogens. Another example, from Chapter III, was using DSI to discover the gene editing tool CRISPR/Cas9. This discovery has led to over 600 patent claims since 2004 (Egelie et al., 2016).
V. ACTORS AND ACCESS

5.1 Actors

Diverse actors are involved with DSI on GRFA. For the purposes of this study, they were identified from a variety of sources including scientific literature, the 2017 online forum on synthetic biology for the Convention on Biodiversity, and patent database searches. These actors were clustered into groups to inform an assessment of the relevance of DSI for food security and nutrition.

5.1.1 Governments and public sector institutions

The names of various databases holding DSI have been mentioned throughout this report. In the main, these databases are maintained by public and dedicated stewardship of public institutions. There are about 1 700 databases (NAR) estimated to cost USD300 million per annum to maintain (Editor, 2016). They sit alongside mainly public investment in among other things ex situ storage of biological and germplasm materials in the form of gene banks, medical specimen and museum collections (CGRFA; DiEuliis et al., 2016; Fowler, 2016). DSI does not replace either in situ or ex situ genetic resource conservation strategies but provides an important complementary role and adds resilience as a form of redundancy in storage of certain kinds of biological genetic material, for example DNA.25

Publicly funded databases have generally been either open access or open license (Mueller, 2003), making them easily accessible to anyone with the correct kind of computing device and Internet access. For example, the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSCD) consisting of NCBI/GenBank (US), EMBL-EBI (EU) and DDBJ (Japan) has a policy of permanent free and unrestricted access.26 GISAID EpiFluTM database requires users to register and agree to terms, but anyone may sign up to it. However, pressure on public databases has resulted in some charging subscriptions for access (Hayden, 2016).

Public availability is not the equivalent of public control. The location of servers holding DSI and Internet traffic potentially can be controlled, even blocked, by state actors (Kamen, 2017). It is not possible to say whether all infrastructure and mirror sites are held by the country administering the database, but it is clear that those in the “Golden Set”, for example, are concentrated in the economic North (Table V.1).

Thus, the transfer of information on GRFA as DSI could depend on the will of the country in which the DSI physically resides or that controls the infrastructure or transmission, rather than the country from which the sequence information originated.

Developing countries also may lack the necessary infrastructure for ready access to DSI on GRFA and thus potentially fail to benefit from it. To work with the often unstructured form of biological DSI requires more local storage of information downloaded from international databases. The amount of storage is significant (Marx, 2013). Terabytes (10^{12}) of storage are routinely used for genomic comparisons.

An even larger barrier is transmission time. It can take so long to up or download data that even in developed countries it is not unusual to manually transfer it on portable hard drives rather than through an Internet network. BGI in China has the capacity to sequence six terabytes a day on its

25 Tissue, cells and DNA as genetic resources: http://www.nies.go.jp/biology/en/aboutus/facility/capsule.html. DNA as a genetic resource: “There is a fifth type of genetic resource that differs from the other four types because it cannot be used to regenerate an organism and usually is not held in genebanks: Cloned DNA sequences, or genetic material from other organisms incorporated into crops by molecular techniques (for example, a gene from the bacteria Bacillus thuringiensis used for resistance to insects.)” (Heisey and Rubenstein, 2015)

26 “Specifically, no use restrictions or licensing requirements will be included in any sequence data records, and no restrictions or licensing fees will be placed on the redistribution or use of the database by any party.” http://www.insdc.org/policy.html
157 sequencers, but can transmit only one terabyte of data a day. It takes 20 days to send the raw data of just 50 human genomes (Marx, 2013).

Despite the high speed links between Europe and North America, researchers based in the United States of America were frustrated by download times from Europe’s EBI. This was partially resolved by creating mirror sites closer to the US researchers. More mirror sites can and are being made, but mainly in developed countries (Marx, 2013).

Publicly funded databases put minimal to no restrictions on opportunity to access DSI, but this is not the same as saying that they are sufficient for equitable access. The latter requires overcoming significant inequalities among potential users to download and work with the data (Helmy et al., 2016). Indeed, public availability is not per se a benefit, but a pre-requisite for any benefits that could arise from use of DSI.

### Table V.1. Database owners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of databases</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>EMBL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>GenBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>DrugBank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>DDBJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>miRGator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Taiwan Province of China</td>
<td>miRTarBase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: (Galperin et al., 2016).*

#### 5.1.2 Journal editors and granting bodies

Many journals require the submission of DSI generated in the course of research to be submitted to a recognized database as a condition of publication (GenBank; Noor et al., 2006). Failure to do so forfeits acceptance and publication. There are many reasons behind journals adopting this policy and strongly held views amongst those in the scientific community to enforce it (Marx, 2012; Noor et al., 2006).

*Science* magazine says that it “supports the efforts of databases that aggregate published data for the use of the scientific community” (*Science*). The kind of data includes, but is not limited to, microarray data, protein or DNA sequences, atomic coordinates or electron microscopy maps for macromolecular structures, ecological and climate data. In short, all the forms of data that have been highlighted in the vignette examples of this report. The minimum requirements are in accordance with MIBBI (Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations) standards, which is a “curated, informative and educational resource on data and metadata standards, inter-related to databases and data policies” (MIBBI).

Research scientists, especially those in the public sector, depend on public funding in the form of salary, direct research support, grants and contracts to support their research, including generating DNA sequences and omics data. Often publication is necessary to meet employer expectations or conditions for advancement. This is captured in the phrase “publish or perish” (Rawat and Meena, 2014).

Therefore, for many public scientists at least, there is a *de facto* requirement that DSI arising in their work eventually must be made public, unless they have a contractual relationship with a private funder. Private sector actors do not need to disclose similar information unless they wish to publish.

Researchers in developing countries that lack the necessary infrastructure for ready access to DSI on GRFA may be reluctant to release data because of the fear that those with superior infrastructure will use and perhaps publish the information before they can (Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017).
Like journals, public grant bodies can also put requirements on researchers to make public DSI arising from work completely or partially funded through them. For example, the US Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute provides funding for DNA sequencing and synthesis projects, but requires public release of the data including Sanger trace files, improved assemblies and preliminary automated annotations, “or other value-added data”.

These examples of journal and funding agency policies could have two different effects on researchers, especially those in the public sector. On the one hand, if access and use of DSI has fewer legal requirements than does the use of biological genetic material, and thus fewer compliance costs, more researchers may shift their work away from biological material to DSI, where they can. On the other hand, failure to establish access and benefit-sharing provisions for DSI in legislation might shift some private and public sector researchers away from generating or using DSI, because they have no way to meet what they perceive to be their obligations for fair and equitable sharing of benefits from traditional or sovereign knowledge.

A scientist that was part of a consortium of microbiologists from New Zealand revealed in an interview that he withdrew a 2015 proposal, “The 100 Springs Metagenome Project: An analysis of the microbial community function of New Zealand’s geothermal ecosystems”, submitted to the JGI Community Science Program because of JGI’s requirement to make all project data public. The project would have completed microbial metagenomic profiles of 100 geothermal springs in New Zealand, gathering unique information of international scientific, conservation and cultural value. The principle scientific investigator of the proposal was philosophically aligned with JGI’s requirements because he was comfortable with the notion that the funding was from the public and the data should be public, and was himself an advocate of the value of freely accessible DSI. However, he had also carefully and fastidiously developed relationships with the Māori, the indigenous peoples of New Zealand, with whom resided cultural and property rights over the majority of hotsprings from which samples were to be taken. His proposal was authorized by tribal leaders, but the JGI policy requirement was inconsistent with his commitment to the partnership. The governing groups for various Māori tribes were also reluctant to release such a vast description of indigenous knowledge without any specific provision for how benefits could be shared or without having a clear role in governance/use of DSI such that it aligned with their cultural values.

5.1.3 Private sector and private acting public institutions

Other users and generators of DSI are private companies and technology transfer or company incubator arms of public institutions, for example universities. A few companies dominate the market of building sequencing machines, but their business model has generally been focused on hardware supply, not service (Farr, 2016). There is speculation that this might change (Farr, 2016). However, even if it were to, it would be premature to speculate that these companies would also become oligopoly suppliers of DNA sequences much less other forms of DSI.

The goal of others generating DSI may be to establish intellectual property (IP) including for licensing income (Bagley, 2016). This may come from proprietary information or a mix of private and public information. For example, a genetic linkage map of Coffea arabica L. (coffee) including QTL for yield, plant height and bean size was developed using a combination of public (SOL Genomics Network) and proprietary (Cenicafe) databases (Moncada et al., 2015). In addition to database content, tools for accessing or using the content can be proprietary. Private or proprietary databases that could hold critical information necessary to extract maximum value from public databases, are growing (Welch et al., 2017).

Some instruments of IP can encourage transparency in DSI. However, transparency is not a requirement of all IP instruments, such as trade secrets (Tvedt and Young, 2007). Thus, accessibility and sharing of benefits may depend on current and future types and uses of IP instruments.

The entrepreneurial activities of public institutions including universities and government agencies might in general also threaten their abilities to provide public good through the use of
DSI. Historically, for example, universities could conduct research on inventions claimed by patents under the research exemption rule. However, court cases in the United States of America have begun to put restrictions on the exemption, noting that the business of a university was in some cases actually business, with the potential to use the exemption to gain unfair advantage (Heinemann, 2009; Mueller, 2003).

5.1.4 The public

“A farmer finds a high-tech solution: DNA testing. Thanks to his background in advanced biology, Thomas recognized that DNA testing could hold the key to distinguishing between Chinese and black truffles…By analyzing a small piece of truffle with it, Thomas can look for a telltale area of DNA that is present in the black but not the Chinese truffle. Now, besides cultivating his own truffles, he also acts as a consultant to other growers, selling them seedlings that have been tested to ensure they’re inoculated with the desirable fungus, assessing and sampling the growing truffles, and helping distribute and verify the valuable harvest” (Barnett, 2016).

The public are private actors but may engage with DSI for a variety of reasons not primarily including income or IP. They may be school children learning about bioinformatics or competing in science fairs (iGEM). They may be people satisfying their curiosity, wish to take a role in science communication, or may be looking for do-it-yourself options in the garden or on the farm.

The public is transforming from a user of DSI as an in silico product to a manufacturer of biological materials, including new genetic resources and DNA.

A number of products have already been developed for the public. BioBricks Foundation describes itself as “biotechnology in the public interest” (BioBricks). The company provides biological material derived from DSI in the form of DNA encoding functional modules that may be combined by users in different arrangements. An assembly kit can be purchased online, for example from the biotechnology company New England Biolabs (NEB). This company also sells other tools related to the use of BioBricks, such as bacteria into which the recombinant DNA can be inserted. Bacteria that receive the DNA reveal themselves because they are transformed into being resistant to an antibiotic through a linked marker (iGEM). Widescale adoption by people untrained in the use and proper disposal of antibiotic-resistant bacteria could also have biosafety implications. Sewage water treatment, for example, does not destroy antibiotic resistance genes that have the potential to be acquired by other bacteria (Wang et al., 2017a).

One use of machines such as the digital-to-biological converter is to satisfy an anticipated market for home-based manufacturing (Boles et al., 2017). Such machines are expected to shrink in size and cost, aided by developments in microfluidics. Inputting DSI, the home user would be able to synthesize not just DNA, but potentially a variety of different macromolecules including everything needed to print their own virus or antibodies (Boles et al., 2017). However, any checks and balances that might be put in place when ordering synthesized DNA molecules might be lost when home synthesis becomes available.

5.2 Access

“Access to online data has become a basic requirement for conducting scientific research, but the growth in data, databases, websites and resources has outpaced the development of mechanisms and models to fund the necessary cyberinfrastructure, curation and long-term stewardship of these resources...a single, viable framework for sustainable and long-term stewardship of data and resources has not emerged” (Bastow and Leonelli, 2010).

DSI is a fundamental component of the characterization, conservation and sustainable use of GRFA. Any instability in the infrastructure or impediment of access to DSI could therefore undermine efforts of nations, private and public institutions and multinational agencies to fulfill provisions of conservation and sustainable use of GRFA or other provisions to the benefit of human well-being.
Unless DSI on GRFA is maintained and remains easily accessible to all, it will be difficult to ensure the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from its use. Without adequate confidence in the systems of data preservation, dissemination and maintenance, those who create DSI may be increasingly reluctant to share it.

An important warning on this point comes from the development of GISAID. Although GISAID content is not GRFA, the issues faced are not special to GISAID. “While the genetic makeup and the necessary associated data of the different viruses are distinct requiring separate databases/compartments for unambiguous analysis, the modi operandi for sharing genetic data are generic” (emphasis added to Shu and McCauley, 2017). The GISAID database provides a global public good, but initially there were problems getting countries and individuals to trust in it. “In 2006, the reluctance of data sharing, in particular of avian H5N1 influenza viruses, created an emergency bringing into focus certain limitations and inequities, such that the World Health Organization (WHO)’s Global Influenza Surveillance Network (now the Global Influenza Surveillance and Response System (GISRS)) was criticised on several fronts, including limited global access to H5N1 sequence data that were stored in a database hosted by the Los Alamos National Laboratories in the United States” (Shu and McCauley, 2017).

Researchers (Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017) have identified three obstacles to sharing data via GISAID, which can be extrapolated to participation in other databases for sharing genetic data on GRFA.

- **Science, publications and recognition:**

  The competitive nature of science and winning funding creates a perverse incentive to withhold data. “In a context where the standing of scientists, and the research income they can generate, is heavily linked to their publications, citations, and scientific reputations, there is pressure to be the “first” to publish findings…scientists are concerned that sharing such information in an open and timely manner might enable others to publish findings with their data more quickly than they themselves could” (Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017).

- **Governments and trade and access to medicine (or veterinary medicines or vaccines):**

  Governments can have a variety of reasons to withhold data (Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017). These include such things as concerns about reputational damage (e.g. as the source of a pathogen, perhaps the home of a company that uses an endangered species in a product) and IP considerations.

- **Practical challenges such as confidence in database viability:**

  Existing and future databases require support (Bastow and Leonelli, 2010; Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017; Hayden, 2016). Presently this comes from those who generate DSI and choose to send it to a database, and actors providing financial resources to maintain infrastructure, reliability and protect against tampering. Future support is not guaranteed (Editor, 2016; Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017).

  The 16-year-old Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) was under threat of closing in 2011 due to funding insecurity. The US National Science Foundation withdrew funding from the primary database specific to information from the plant family *Arabidopsis* (TAIR) that had accumulated data for 14 years. In 2016 the Human Genome Research Institute announced plans to reduce support for five “model organism” databases from USD17.6 million by 30–40 percent (Hayden, 2016).

  Optimistically, DSI can be salvaged by transfer to other more financially viable platforms as necessary. Fiscal uncertainty is therefore not in principle a threat to the information or an existential threat to databases. However, neither the hardware nor the software of DSI is static. Just like it is now impossible to use a floppy disk in any presently common computer, the way in which DSI is archived, transmitted and manipulated changes over time. Because different databases and individual DSI providers may use different standards, resurrecting information across systems may not always be possible (Editor, 2016). Loss of continuity might put some DSI at risk of extinction.
5.3 Conclusion

DSI has become an intensely debated topic in the context of fair and equitable access and the sharing of benefits of GRFA. The study attempts to inform the debate by clarifying the diversity of relevant actors. This includes those groups most connected to the operational use and generation of DSI.

The different future ways that DSI is envisioned to be used will be by more people, and be used in more ways. Many of the new ways will be disconnected from the biological raw material. In particular, a larger role for the public will emerge as technologies combine to increase distributed data gathering capability (Jain et al., 2018), and customized commercial products can be directly marketed to individuals collecting data.

Whether or not ABS legislation includes the use of DSI on GRFA for the conservation and sustainable use of GRFA, including exchange, access and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from their use, the research and commercial sectors may react in unexpected ways. Some fear that any additional compliance or subscription costs may slow the distribution of assets for upstream research (Manzella, 2016) as the information is either not generated or it is kept secret.

However, as recorded in this study, failure of legislation to provide a framework for ABS might have similar effects. Researchers and businesses may prioritize the value of DSI to country of origin, or to indigenous peoples, and either keep the data secret or abandon its collection altogether.
VI. CONCLUSION

To get value from a genetic resource once required possessing it, or at least its DNA. This is no longer the case.

With increases in the global capacity to generate DNA sequences and to share them, DSI is sufficient to make significant use of the information from GRFA for characterization of biodiversity and improvement of GRFA through breeding. For many, access to this information does not require access to GRFA.

Moreover, using only DSI it is possible today or in the foreseeable future to obtain, transfer and re-construct significant parts of the genetic information from organisms without having possessed the organism or transferred its DNA from one place to another.

The objective of this report is to assist with discussions about whether, and in what ways, DSI now or in the future may substitute for genetic material to do research and development on genetic resources for food and agriculture, and to create value from genetic resources through DSI.

The purpose of the scoping study was to bring together the terminology being used in discussions on DSI, reflect on how it is being used in biotechnology or on genetic resources for food and agriculture or may be used in the foreseeable future, and what DSI might look like in the future.

(1) A variety of terms that differ between actors are used in discussions on DSI. Terms include but are not limited to genetic sequence data, genetic information, dematerialized use of genetic resources, *in silico* utilization, and bioinformatics. Actors are those participating in discussions within international agreements, different kinds of biology-based scientists, the biotechnology and agricultural industries, farmers and the public.

What emerges from the landscape of terms and associated examples is that what an actor may mean when referring to DSI on GRFA is much more than an electronic equivalent of a sequence of nucleotides as could be written on a whiteboard. Seemingly different kinds of data are routinely combined to provide information on GRFA. Even the most basic and ubiquitous conception of DSI as an electronic DNA database already combines multiple forms of data that in everyday practice must be used together.

DSI on GRFA, whether it be DNA sequence information or any of the other kinds covered in this report, have characteristics in common. In some situations special to each, DSI that is not DNA sequence information may have the power to replace DNA sequence information. Almost certainly, these other kinds of information are indispensible for making full use of DNA sequence information and are part of the value adding activities of DSI.

This links the view of DSI that it is DNA sequences only, to views about it being genetic information, tangible or intangible, or it being that which can be utilized. Optimistically, the characteristics that all terms have in common might both form the basis for determining what DSI is relevant to GRFA, and for DSI to be defined in a way that allows it to be managed, constructively and appropriately, as envisioned in international agreements.

(2) What is evident from the series of vignettes is that DSI can be and is being generated from all kinds of GRFA: microbes, plants and animals. It contributes to conservation and a variety of value chain activities that rely upon taxonomic description, trait identification, breeding, certification, raw materials and new products. The examples are distributed across microbes, plants and animals to reveal the sector independence of how much DSI is applied.

(3) The value of a genetic resource is also no longer restricted to its biology. The scale and speed of information gathering about organisms can generate future uses and revenue independently of the organism that originally provided the genetic material. DSI has achieved the scale of what is called “big data”. The use of big data can link value to GRFA quite distinct from possession, use or management of GRFA, while also providing assistance and products to those who do possess, use and manage GRFA.
(4) DSI will be used by more people and organizations in the future. However, that may not ensure either equitable access to benefits, or fair opportunity to benefit from DSI. In this evolving role, DSI would augment capacity in GRFA management, but at least some of the technologies it supports, such as gene drives and certain kinds of pesticides, are controversial and potentially damaging too. The use of DSI will also require considerable scientific and infrastructure capacity. Those lacking such capacity might therefore, at least in the short term, benefit less from DSI.
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## GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alleles</td>
<td>Mutants or variants in the DNA sequence at a single gene or locus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amyloids</td>
<td>Aggregates of certain proteins folded into a shape that allows many copies of that protein to form fibrils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data</td>
<td>Data of a very large size (structured or unstructured), typically to the extent that its manipulation and management present significant logistical challenges; (also) the branch of computing involving such data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>The branch of science concerned with information and information flow in biological systems, especially the use of computational methods in genetics and genomics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Usually a set of data held in computer storage and typically accessed or manipulated by means of specialized software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiallele</td>
<td>Alleles that are DNA identical (no sequence difference) but present distinct epigenetic profiles due to differences in chromatin marks, such as DNA methylation that may be associated with changes in gene expression depending on the location of the modification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epigenetics</td>
<td>Heritable states that are not due to a change in DNA sequence. Different molecular mechanisms may apply including: (a) covalent modification of DNA such as methylation; (b) covalent modification of DNA binding proteins such as histones whose modification state has a hereditary component; and (c) genetic switches of stable regulatory states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epigenomics</td>
<td>A large set of epigenetic information from a single organism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene drive systems</td>
<td>Alleles that when they are heterozygous convert the alternative allele into another copy of the gene drive allele.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene silencing</td>
<td>RNA or DNA directed biochemical pathway that inhibits either transcription or translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomic selection</td>
<td>The use of genetic markers that are spread throughout the genome to select individuals with desired predicted breeding values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histone</td>
<td>Any of a class of small basic proteins that are found in association with DNA in chromatin, and play an important role in the regulation of gene activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histone modification</td>
<td>A histone modification is a covalent post-translational modification to histone proteins that includes methylation, phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitylation and sumoylation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape genomics</td>
<td>The study of genomes and their changes as a function of geography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolomics</td>
<td>A large set of information about metabolic intermediaries in an organism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metagenomics</td>
<td>The culture-independent genomic analysis of all the micro-organisms in a particular environmental sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Data about other data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omics</td>
<td>Refers to genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenomics</td>
<td>The use of large-scale approaches to study how genetic instructions from a single gene or the whole genome translate into the full set of phenotypic traits of an organism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prion</td>
<td>A protein with alternative conformations where one conformation is contagious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteomics</td>
<td>A large set of information about the proteins in an organism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative trait loci (QTL)</td>
<td>Some traits can vary continuously in a population, for example the size of individuals. These traits are influenced by many different genes, also called genetic loci, with the allelic state of each gene contributing a small amount.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcriptomics</td>
<td>A large set of all RNA in an organism whose informational content originated in a DNA sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traits</td>
<td>Any measurable aspect of an organism, including morphological, biochemical and molecular properties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX

Interchangeability of information between media in nature.

The retrovirus lifecycle illustrates how information can be “dematerialized” from a source biological material. Information is transmissible between different media (Figure). Retroviruses have genomes built from ribonucleotides (RNA) (Panel A). The order of ribonucleotides guides the construction of a strand of a non-identical deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) (Panel B). This strand in turn guides the construction of a non-identical second strand of DNA (Panel C) to form a double-stranded DNA molecule (Panel D). By this time, the information in the RNA genome has been transferred by biological processes two times resulting in both chemically different molecules and base sequences. The information is sequentially returned to a strand of RNA (Panels E-F). The descendants of a retrovirus contain no atoms from the RNA molecule of the original infecting virus, but they do inherit the same genes.

Arguably the conservation of information in the digitized representation of the physical order of nucleotides in a strand of DNA is no more dramatic a contrast with the strand of DNA itself than
is the conservation of information transferring between two different nucleic acids, as it does in nature.

The transfer of information using multi-subunit multi-protein complexes as required by retroviruses would be no easier to design than would be the computer transferring such information. Natural systems through which information is conserved through physical transformation of medium are analogous to human-built systems that transform the sequence information from chemical to digital, and increasingly back through the capacity to synthesize a DNA molecule. They serve to highlight the observation that there is growing recognition “that ‘plant genetic resources’, i.e. genetic material of plant origin with actual or potential value for food and agriculture containing ‘functional units of heredity’, are subject to new characterization techniques in genomics that translate both the function and the physical unit into digital data sets” (Manzella, 2016).